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Abstract 

 

Highly reactive species, such as cations and radicals, are often proposed as 

intermediates in reaction mechanisms. The stabilization and isolation of such 

species is an ongoing challenge in chemistry. One strategy is the use of sterically 

demanding substituents for the stabilization and isolation of highly reactive low 

valent main group compounds. A pioneer in this field is Philip P. Power, who 

investigated the mono and bis-substituted meta-terphenyl element compounds of 

group 14, which allows to activate small molecules, such as hydrogen. This led to 

a paradigm shift of main group compounds mimicking the behaviour of transition 

metal complexes, which gained the title “metallomimetics” by Holger 

Braunschweig.  

The emphasis of this thesis is based on bis-substituted m-terphenyl element 

compounds of groups 13, 15 and 16, targeting the thermodynamically or kinetically 

stabilization of low valent compounds towards the activation of small molecules.  

The reported bis(m-terphenyl)bismuth hydride Ter2BiH and chloride Ter2BiCl (Ter 

= 2,6-Mes2C6H3) act as a starting material for the study of hydride or halide 

abstraction under the formation of low valent bis-substituted group 15 element 

compounds. Consequently, the bis(m-terphenyl)antimony chloride and hydride 

were synthesized. By abstraction of the halide or hydride with a trityl or triethylsilyl 

salt of a weakly coordinating anion, the first bismuthenium- and stibenium ion 

Ter2Bi+ and Ter2Sb+ were obtained and represent a novel compound class of 

kinetically stabilized group 15 six valence electron (6 VE) species.  

The main part of this work is based on the synthesis of the lighter congeners of the 

bis-substituted m-terphenyl group 15 compounds. The introduction of the second 

m-terphenyl unit was rather challenging compared to the heavier homologues. By 

a halide-exchange to fluoride the second m-terphenyl unit was introduced, forming 

the bis-substituted m-terphenyl phosphorus and arsenic fluorides Ter2EF (E = P, 

As). The abstraction of the fluoride led to transient phosphenium and arsenium 

species Ter2E+ (E = P, As), which reacted intramolecularly indicating the high Lewis 

acidity of the formed lighter pnictogenium ions. The attempt to block these positions 

and stabilize the pnictogenium ions by the more electron dense pentamethylphenyl 
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substituted m-terphenyl substituent Per (Per = 2,6-(C6(CH3)5)2C6H3) failed, which 

led again to a ring closure under methyl group migration forming stable arenium 

ions.  

For group 13, the known bis(m-terphenyl)indium bromide was used, from which 

the selective abstraction of the bromide was achieved to obtain the first kinetically 

stabilized indinium ion Ter2In+. Also, in the case of boron, fluoride was used as a 

substituent for the synthesis of the bis-substituted m-terphenyl boron fluoride 

Ter2BF and hydride Ter2BH. The selective abstraction failed, indicating the 

degradation of the m-terphenyl unit, as well as the anion. This behaviour is also 

indicated by the high Lewis acidity as a four valence electron (4 VE) species. 

In the case of group 16, the chalcogen tetrafluorides of sulfur, selenium and 

tellurium had to be used to employ two m-terphenyl substituents, forming the  

bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides Ter2E (E = S, Se, Te). The single electron oxidation 

led, in the case of the bis(m-terphenyl)telluride Ter2Te, to the first kinetically 

stabilized bis-substituted tellurenyl radical cation Ter2Te∙+, a seven valence 

electron (7 VE) species.  

This work provides new synthetic methods for the introduction of multiple highly 

sterical demanding substituents leading to the stabilization of otherwise unstable 

novel low valent main group compounds of group 13, 15 and 16 elements.
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1  Introduction 
 

1.1 The Octet Rule 
 

Amongst the first chemical concepts learned by students is the octet rule, which 

states that each main group element, except for hydrogen and helium, in a 

molecule tend to bond in a way that each atom is surrounded by eight valence 

electrons (8 VE).[1]  

If the atom has less or more than eight valence electrons in a compound, a highly 

reactive species is formed in most cases, in particular for lighter main group 

elements. These low valent or hypervalent compounds are often proposed as 

reaction intermediates for instance in the nucleophilic substitution reactions SN1 

and SN2, which propose a low valent species as intermediate (SN1) or a 

hypervalent species as a transition state (SN2) (Scheme 1). 

 

Scheme 1. SN1 and SN2 reaction advancing via a low valent species (top) or hypervalent 
transition state (bottom). 

In the nucleophilic substitution reaction, a leaving group X is cleaved off from a 

carbon center substituted by a nucleophile Nu. For this reaction, two basic 

mechanisms are possible. The SN1 reaction shows first the cleavage of the leaving 

group forming a carbocation as a low valent species. In case of the SN2 reaction, 

the nucleophile attacks the carbon centre simultaneously as the leaving group is 

cleaved off, forming a pentacoordinated carbanion as a transition state, a 
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hypervalent species. Even in this simple reaction, the stabilization of the 

intermediate often determines the favored pathway. Tertiary and secondary alkyl 

halides or alcohols tend to react by the formation of a carbocation, due to electronic 

and steric stabilization of the carbocation, and primary and secondary alkyl halides 

and alcohols tend to undergo an SN2 reaction due to lack of stabilization. [2] 

The stabilization of such reactive intermediate is necessary to understand or to 

postulate a reaction mechanism and also to explain possible reactivities.[2] 

Therefore, the stabilization as well as the isolation of a reactive species in order to 

verify the reaction mechanism is most likely a task as long-known as chemistry 

itself. Strategies to achieve this goal include different methods such as 

thermodynamic or kinetic stabilization, in case of cationic species the choice of the 

corresponding anion is also crucial to inhibit cation-anion pairing.[3] 

1.2  Low Valent Species 
 

The stabilization of reactive species is a task that can be succeeded by the 

combination of various methods, including a suitable substituent, a weakly 

coordinating anion and a suitable formation agent in the right solvent. This can lead 

to the isolation of a reactive element compound. It is necessary to distinguish 

between predominately thermodynamic and kinetic stabilization. The stabilization 

by donor atoms can be useful for possible applications such as catalysis and the 

stability and lifetime of the cationic species, whereas the kinetic stabilization is 

often used for main-group element compounds that were unknown as stable 

species until then. A low valent species is formed by the formal abstraction of 

electrons. This removal of an electron is often accomplished by the cleavage of a 

substituent or by oxidation (fide supra). Due to this change in the electron count, 

each main group provides different structural motifs (Fig. 1).  
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Figure 1. Overview of the theoretical structural motifs of the eight valence electron (8 VE) 
and the corresponding low valent species for group 13-16. The shown multiplicity is the 
estimated one in the ground state.  

The stabilization of low valent cationic species has to be covered by the choice of 

the corresponding substituents as well as the weakly coordinating anion. This 

means there is no perfect substituent and no perfect anion and it can be fulfilled by 

several criteria. Also, the reaction medium and reactants are important as solvents 

tend to coordinate towards the reactive species and not all reactants form a 

reactive species. Exemplary, for highly electrophilic species, the abstraction of a 

substituent is usually achieved by a highly electrophilic reactant, for instance in the 

case of a halide abstraction with silylium ions. [4-5] 
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In general, it can be postulated, the higher the valence electron difference to the 

octet rule, the higher the reactivity. A tremendous amount of Lewis acids comprises 

group 13 elements, as they have a natural electron vacancy, being six valence 

electron species in their neutral form. Also, the number of substituents changes the 

reactivity drastically. Six valence electron group 14 element species were isolated 

as early as in the beginning of the 20th century[6] and are nowadays widely available 

and often used as electrophiles, whereas to the best of my knowledge no six 

valence electron group 15 cation has been reported to date. Group 15 low valent 

cations exhibit only two substituents compared to group 14 low valent cations, 

stabilized by three substituents (Fig. 1). This means that low valent species tend 

to be electrophilic, with increasing Lewis acidity if the electron difference to the 

eight valence electrons is higher. Two possible synthetic strategies in the 

stabilization of low valent species are by thermodynamic or kinetic stabilization. 

1.3  Thermodynamic Stabilization 
 

Thermodynamic stabilization is defined as the stabilization of a reactive species by 

coordination of electron pairs, often stemming from an atom with free lone pairs, 

like oxygen, nitrogen or phosphorus. This can either be accomplished by the 

coordination of molecules with donor atoms like solvents such as THF, Et2O and 

DMSO, or by additional ligands like amines or phosphines for instance 

triphenylphosphine or pyridine. By the introduction of a donor atom in the target 

molecule an intramolecular stabilization can be achieved as well. In the work of 

Dostal et al.[7] a NCN Pincer-type ligand was used to stabilize antimony and 

bismuth in the rare oxidation state +1 for the first time (Fig. 2, I). Venugopal and 

coworkers[8] stabilized several cationic bismuth compounds with their NC ligand, 

which in theory provides a free coordination sphere on bismuth, that is occupied 

by a THF molecule, simultaneously demonstrating the synthetic difficulties, to 

obtain non-coordinating low valent group 15 cations (Fig. 2, II).  
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Figure 2. Thermodynamic stabilization I (intramolecular) and II (donor solvent 
(intermolecular) and intramolecular).[7-8] 

An intermolecular thermodynamic stabilization can also occur by ion pairing, as the 

cationic center can be coordinated by the anion. This is often observed for small 

anions and can be avoided in many cases by the usage of weakly coordinating 

anions (see Chapter 1.5.2 weakly coordinating anions).  

It has to be considered, that the addition of electrons to a low valent species 

saturating the valence electron shell lowers the reactivity like thermodynamic 

stabilization by donor atoms does. Thermodynamically stabilized cations are 

usually less reactive than their kinetically stabilized congeners. However, in case 

of weak intermolecular stabilization, e.g. weak donors like solvents, olefins or 

aromatic systems, a thermodynamically stabilized reactive species can still 

possess a high reactivity.[9-11] 

Stephan and coworkers[12] have shown that the inhibition of coordination between 

Lewis acid and Lewis base can provide an increased reactivity, able to activate 

small molecules such as H2. This generated a new research field and is coined by 

the term “frustrated Lewis pairs”. The Lewis acid and base are substituted by 

sterically demanding substituents, kinetically inhibiting the formation of a regular 

Lewis pair, but still providing the possibility to interact with a small molecule. The 

choice of the substituent is crucial as a preorganisation between Lewis acid and 

base is required to form a pocket in which the small molecule can be activated.  
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1.4  Kinetic Stabilization 
 

Kinetic stabilization is provided by the size of the substituent, as it prevents an 

interaction between the reactive center and another atom (Fig. 3). These kinetically 

stabilized low valent species are often considered as “truly” low valent, as their 

valence electron shell is not filled up with electrons by donation of an electron pair 

by inter- or intramolecular coordination of donor atoms or ion pairing, to achieve 

noble gas valency.  

 

Figure 3. Kinetically stabilized cations from left to right with increased sterically 
encumbered ligands (III+ = Ph, IV+ = Mes[4], V+ = Ter[13]). 

However, due to the highly reactive central atom, even aryl systems can interact 

with it e.g. in a Menshutkin-type complex by π complexation. By close interaction 

of an aromatic system with the reactive element, it increases also the possibility of 

a bond activation, leading to a degradation of the ligand and the reactive element 

center forming an undesired species. [14-16] 

The synthetic strategy for kinetic stabilization can be illustrated in the quest of 

isolating a purely three coordinated silicon cation. In 1993, the group of Lambert 

had a tremendous breakthrough, and set a milestone by the isolation of a free silyl 

cation. By the use of a weakly coordinating anion, namely 

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate [B(C6F5)4]–, and a non-nucleophilic solvent such 

as benzene or toluene, Lambert et al. were able to prepare 

[Et3Si(toluene)]+[B(C6F5)4]– (VI+[B(C6F5)4]–).[17] Within the crystal structure of 

VI+[B(C6F5)4]– no cation-anion interaction was observed, contrary to other attempts 

in the formation of silyl cations like the previously synthesized Me3SiClO4 and 

Ph3SiClO4 by Lambert and coworkers.[18] However it shows a distant coordination 
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of the cationic silicon atom towards one molecule of toluene (Fig. 4). The geometry 

of the toluene molecule is almost undistorted, which leads to the conclusion that 

only a very weak interaction between the Si and the C atom of the toluene molecule 

is present and therefore VI+ can be regarded as a stable silylium ion with no 

coordination to the counter anion and only very weak solvent interaction.  

 

Figure 4. Molecular structure of [Et3Si-Tol]+[B(C6F5)4]– VI+[B(C6F5)4]–. Solvent and 
hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°): Si-C1 
1.858(1), Si-C2 1.864(4), Si-C3 1.834(1), Si-C4 2.195(4); C1-Si-C2 112.84(1), C2-Si-C3 
113.67(1), C1-Si-C3 115.06(1) Σ = 341.5(1).[17] 

This was debated by Pauling by consideration of the calculated bond order 

between silicon and the interacting carbon of a coordinated toluene molecule.[19] 

Olah et al. also stated that the experimentally observed 29Si NMR resonance  

(δ = 92.3 ppm)[17] is shifted to higher fields in comparison to the calculated 

resonance of the planar free Et3Si+ cation, expected at the very low field (δ = 371.3 

ppm).[20] This led to the conclusion that the solvent coordination masks the silylium 

ion.  

The second milestone regarding silylium ions was achieved by Reed et al. by the 

synthesis of [iPr3Si]+[CB11H6Br6]– (VII+[CB11H6Br6]–), realised by hydride abstraction 

of iPr3SiH with [Ph3C]+[CB11H6Br6]– in toluene also introducing a weakly 

coordinating anion, namely the carborane anion. The molecular structure reveals 

no interaction of the silicon atom with toluene, as it was visible for VI+, but shows 
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weak interaction between the silicon atom and a bromine atom of the anion (Fig. 

4). Overall, iPr3Si+ (VII+) was more deshielded than the ethyl congener (δ = 109.8 

ppm (VII+) vs. δ = 92.3 ppm (VI+)) and exhibited a more planar geometry around 

the silicon atom in the solid state (351° (VII+) vs. 342° (VI+)) leading to the 

conclusion that VII+ is closer to a “free” silyl cation, providing the highest similarity 

to a “free” silylium ion.[21-22] Again, this was debated and Olah et al. stated that it is 

more related to a polarized silylbromonium zwitterion, as the Si-Br bond length is 

only 0.2 Å longer than a normal Si-Br bond and the 29Si-NMR shift is far off from 

the calculated value.[19] 

 

Figure 5. Molecular structure of iPr3Si+[CB11H6Br6]
– VII+[CB11H6Br6]

–. Hydrogen atoms are 
omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°): Si-C1 1.908(1), Si-C2 
1.798(1), Si-C3 1.860(1); C1-Si-C2 119.55(1), C2-Si-C3 111.21(1), C1-Si-C3 120.15(1)  
Σ = 350.9(1).[21] 

Reed et al. varied the alkyl substituents around the silicon atom and prepared 

several trialkylsilylium ions R3Si+[CB11H6Br6]– (R3Si+ = Et3Si+, tBu2MeSi+ and 

tBu3Si+)[23] resulting in a similar coordination towards a bromine atom of the anion. 

Surprisingly, increasing the sterical hindrance from VII+ towards tBu3Si+ did not 

increase the C-Si-C angle, nor elongate the Si-Br interaction. In additional studies 

they also introduced the hexachloro- and hexaiodocarborane as weakly 

coordinating anions and prepared the structurally related iPr3Si+[CB11H6X6]– (X = 

Cl or I) salts, to which the hexachlorocarborane derivative shows the highest 

similarity to a “free” silylium ion at that time (Fig. 6).[24] 
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Figure 6. Molecular structures of iPr3Si+[CB11H6Cl6]
– (left) and iPr3Si+[CB11H6I6]

– (right). 
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°): 
iPr3Si+[CB11H6Cl6] - Si-C1 1.849(1), Si-C2 1.845(1), Si-C3 1.850(8), Si-Cl 2.322(3); C1-Si-
C2 119.07(1), C2-Si-C3 115.40(1), C1-Si-C3 117.42(1) Σ = 351.9(1). iPr3Si+[CB11H6I6] – 
Si-C1 1.877(1), Si-C2 1.901(1), Si-C3 1.872(1), Si-I 2.660(7); C1-Si-C2 113.21(1); C2-Si-
C3 120.76(1); C1-Si-C3 112.78(1), Σ = 346.7(1).[24] 

By the introduction of mesityl substituents, the experimental breakthrough was 

achieved by Lambert and coworkers, who prepared the trimesitylsilylium ion as 

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate salt Mes3Si+[B(C6F5)4]– (IX+[B(C6F5)4]–) by the 

allyl abstraction with Et3Si(benzene)+[B(C6F5)4]– from allyltrimesitylsilane Mes3Si-

CH2-CH=CH2 VIII (Scheme 2).[5] 

 

Scheme 2. Synthesis of the trimesitylsilylium cation by allyl abstraction.[5] 

IX+[B(C6F5)4]– provides the same 29Si NMR resonance in several aromatic solvents 

(δ = 225.5 ppm) indicating no solvation of the cation.[5] Due to the fact that 

[B(C6F5)4]– salts often form oils, it was not possible for Lambert et al. to crystallize 

IX+[B(C6F5)4]–. By the replacement of the anion by the carborane anion 

CB11HMe5Br6
–
 prepared by Reed et al., IX+[BC11HMe5Br6]– could be prepared in a 

joined publication by Lambert and Reed, in which single crystal diffraction 

experiments revealed the trigonal-planar trimesitylsilylium ion, lacking any covalent 
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interaction with the anion or solvents, providing the first truly “free” silylium ion (Fig. 

7).[25] 

 

Figure 7. Molecular structure of Mes3Si+[CB11HMe5Br6]
– IX+[CB11HMe5Br6]

–. Solvent and 
hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°): Si-C1 
1.820(1), Si-C2 1.808(1), Si-C3 1.824(1); C1-Si-C2 120.5(2), C2-Si-C3 121.7(2), C1-Si-
C3 117.7(2) Σ = 359.9(2).[25] 

1.5  Sterically Demanding Substituents 
 

The development of a synthetic route towards the first free silylium ion, described 

by Lambert and Reed [25] illustrates the need of substituents with increased steric 

demand. Alkyl substituents, such as iso-propyl[21, 24] or tert-butyl[23] were not able to 

prevent cation-anion interactions between silicon and the corresponding anion. 

Introduction of the bulkier mesityl substituent ultimately allowed to achieve the goal 

of a free silylium ion, proven by neither cation-anion interaction nor solvent 

interactions in the solid state. (Fig. 7) Also in solution, no interaction is visible, as 

the chemical shift of the 29Si NMR resonance remains similar in several aromatic 

solvents and with different anions.[25]  

The mesityl group proved to be a very versatile substituent in the realization of the 

first silylium ion, the first disilene and the first borinium ion.[4-5, 26] However, it has 

several limitations, particularly in the attempt to stabilize radicals and element 

compounds in low oxidation states. Mesityl substituents often lack sufficient sterical 

hindrance to inhibit oligomerization, exemplified by mesityl pnictogen hydrides, 

which form polypnictogens such as (MesP)5, (MesAs)4 and (MesSb)4 via 
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dehydrocoupling.[27-29] Radical formation can also lead to intramolecular 

degradation, as the attempt to form heavier group 14 carbene analogues, such as 

a silylene and germylene, activate one of the methyl groups forming XI and XIII 

(Scheme 3).[30-31] 

 

Scheme 3. Activation of the mesityl substituent by a transient heavier carbene  
analog. [30-31] 

Consequently, bulkier substituents, such as Dipp (Dipp = 4,6-iPr2C6H3), Tripp 

(Tripp = 2,4,6-iPr3C6H2) and supermesityl Mes* (Mes* = 2,4,6-tBu3C6H2) were 

explored and used to stabilize several low valent element compounds, such as the 

first diphosphene Mes*P=PMes* XIV by Yoshifuji et al.[32] The diphosphene XIV 

shows a tendency to photolysis to form a transient triplet phosphinidene, which 

attacks the substituent leading to an intramolecular ring closure to form XV 

(Scheme 4).[33-34] 

 

Scheme 4. Irradiation of diphosphene XIV leads to an intramolecular CH insertion. [33] 
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Using the even bulkier m-terphenyl substituent Ter (Ter = 2,6-Mes2C6H3), 

Protasiewicz et al.[35] were able to synthesize the corresponding  

bis(m-terphenyl)diphosphene TerP=PTer by the reduction of the 

organophosphorus dichloride TerPCl2 with magnesium. Power et al.[36] adopted 

this method and the authors were able to reduce the organopnictogen dichlorides 

TerECl2 to the corresponding heavier dipnictenes TerE=ETer (E = As, Sb, Bi). The 

same formation of dipnictenes was also achieved by dehydrocoupling of the  

m-terphenylpnictogen dihydrides for arsenic and antimony.[28],[29] The formation of 

dipnictenes instead of pnictogenacycles indicates the increased steric demand of 

terphenyl systems compared to mesityl.  

Power and coworkers were able to isolate a series of low valent element 

compounds by the use of the m-terphenyl system, such as Ter2Cr2
[37], with a 

chromium chromium quintuple bond. The heavier tetrel element alkyne analogs 

Ter2E2 (E = Ge, Sn, Pb).[38-40] TerGa XVI, as a gallium (I) species, which is able to 

activate ammonia and hydrogen.[41] Also the heavier carbene analogs Ter2E (E = 

Ge, Sn, Pb)[42-44] from which the germylene XVIII and stannylene XX are able to 

activate hydrogen (Scheme 5).  

 

Scheme 5. Reactions of low valent m-terphenyl element compounds with hydrogen. 

The advantage of meta-terphenyl systems stems from the flanking aryl 

substituents, which form a bowl-shaped cavity around the central atom and provide 

steric shielding. However, the aromatic rings can also interact with the central 

element, by donation of electron density to form a Menshutkin-like complex, which 

is also a form of thermodynamic stabilization, even though it is weaker than the 
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coordination by typical electron donor atoms (O, N, P, etc.).[15] Various types of  

m-terphenyl substituents have been designed and used over the last few decades 

to fine-tune steric and electronic properties.  

This led to the development of a plethora of m-terphenyl element compounds. By 

decoration of the flanking aromatic rings with alkyl groups, such as methyl, 

isopropyl and tertbutyl, the steric demand can be controlled (Fig. 8). Furthermore, 

the inductive effect of these alkyl groups increases the electron density in the 

aromatic rings, which potentially promotes the element···π interactions of the 

central atom, also leading to a thermodynamic stabilization of the low valent 

species.[36, 40] 

 

Figure 8. Commonly used m-terphenyl systems. Mesityl substituted Ter[45], 
diisopropylphenyl substituted iPr4Ter[46], triisopropylphenyl substituted iPr6Ter[46] (top, l. to r.), 
supermesityl substituted tBu6Ter[47] and the octaisopropyl terphenyl system iPr8Ter[48] 
(bottom, l. to r). 

The increased E···π interaction that induces a stabilization of silylium ions (R3Si+) 

was demonstrated by Siegel et al. The authors demonstrated that the substitution 

pattern increases the π electron density that is donated towards the silicon with 

increasing number of methyl groups as shown in XXII+ (Fig. 9, left). This is also 

shown in the 29Si NMR shift (δ = 60.6 ppm (XXII+)), which gets more deshielded 

with less methyl groups (δ = 80.1 ppm (XylTerMe2Si+)).[49] To counter this effect 

electron poor flanking groups should reduce the E···π interaction, leading to a 

tricoordinate silicon cation. However, exchange of the methyl groups with halogens 

lead to the formation of penta-coordinated silicon cations, with close Si···X 

interactions (X = F, Cl), visible in XXIII+ (Fig. 9, right). This is also visible in solution 
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by the 29Si shift (δ = 88.6 ppm (XXIII+), 90.5 ppm (o-F2TerMe2Si+), which is not 

enough deshielded to resemble a tricoordinated silyl cation. Additionally, a coupling 

between the fluorine and silicon nuclei is visible, verifying the interaction in 

solution.[50]  

  

Figure 9. Molecular structures of DurTerMe2Si+ XXII+, o-F2TerMe2Si+ XXIII+.[49-50] Anions and 
hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity. Dashed lines show the E··· π and E···F 
interactions. 

Finally, Siegel et al. designed m-terphenyl substituents bearing one electron-rich 

flanking group, with methyl substituents, and one electron-poor flanking group, with 

fluorine substituents, to evaluate the contribution of E··· π and E···F interactions to 

the stabilization of E. A competition between E··· π and E···F interactions is visible, 

in which the less electron dense xylyl (XXIV+) and mesityl substituents contribute 

less than the E···F interactions and the electron dense substituents duryl and 

pentamethylphenyl (XXV+) substituents favour the E··· π interactions (Fig. 10), 

which is also reflected in the calculated and measured 29Si NMR shifts, as the  

E··· π interaction produces a more shielded silicon nucleus (δ = 57.2 ppm (XXIV+)), 

whereas the E···F interaction leads to a more highfield shifted resonance  

(δ = 101.3 ppm (XXV+)) .[51] 

  

Figure 10. Molecular structures of the mixed Xyl-o-F2TerMe2Si+ XXIV+ and Me5-o-F2TerMe2Si+ 

XXV+.[51] Anions and hydrogen atoms were omitted for clarity. Dashed lines show the  

E··· π and E···F interactions. 
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The central aromatic ring in m-terphenyl substituents can also be modified in para 

and meta position, leading to electronic and or steric effects on the central atom. 

Power et al. studied this influence in the context of the formation of digermynes 

and distannynes in 2010. The incorporation of a SiMe3 group in para position of 

the central ring drastically increases the E-E triple bond length. In the original Ar-

Sn-Sn-Ar, the Sn-Sn distance is 2.607 A, and the bond angle is 125.24(7)°, 

whereas in the modified 4-TMS-Ar-Sn-Sn-Ar-4-TMS, the Sn-Sn distance increased 

to 3.066(10) Å, and the Sn-Sn-C angle decreased to 99.25(14)°, which is 0.4 Å 

longer and 26° smaller than the unsubstituted reference system.38,47 This 

introduction indicated a transformation of a Sn-Sn triple bond to a single bond. It is 

also reflected by the geometry of the molecule in the molecular structure. For the 

reference compound, it is visible that the central rings are in plane with the  

C-Sn-Sn-C unit, whereas the central rings in the TMS substituted species are 

perpendicular to the element-element bond, which is comparable to the previously 

published single-bonded lead derivative Ar-Pb-Pb-Ar.[40] 

 

Figure 11. Influence of the substitution pattern in the central ring regarding electronic 
(green) and steric effects (red). 

The introduction of iso-propyl groups in meta position at the central ring pushes the 

flanking groups closer to the protected element, leading to increased steric 

hindrance and also inhibiting a possible twisting of the flanking aryl rings. This 

leads to increased intermolecular element-element distances in hypothetical RE-

ER compounds, which can inhibit a bond formation and therefore leads to 

monomeric species. In recent studies, Power et al. were able to isolate the first 

single substituted alanediyl species iPr8TerAl: XXVI by reduction of the parent 

aluminium diiodide compound iPr8TerAlI2.[52] By the use of this alanediyl species in 

the reaction with m-terphenyl azide, the first iminoalane XXVII was formed and 

isolated by Power and coworkers, providing an almost linear C-Al-N angle 
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(172.5(3)°) and an Al-N bond length of 1.625(4) Å, which is the shortest one 

reported to date (Fig. 12). This agrees with the calculated Al-N bond lengths in 

HAlNH and MeAlNMe.[53-56] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Molecular structures of iPr8TerAl: XXVI (left)[52] and iPr8TerAlNTer XXVII (right)[53]. 
The second terphenyl unit (right) was displayed as a stick model and hydrogen atoms were 
omitted for clarity.  

 

1.6  The Nature of Cation and Anion 
 

1.6.1  Cation Formation 

 

Arguably, the first reported low valent cation was the trityl cation, reported by Norris 

and Kehrmann independently in 1902, who treated triphenylmethanol with 

concentrated sulfuric acid and by Adolf von Baeyer, who reacted triphenylmethyl 

chloride with aluminium trichloride. The authors obtained a deep yellow solution, 

which could be later identified as the triphenylmethyl cation Ph3C+, shortly trityl 

cation (Scheme 6).[6, 57-58] 
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Scheme 6. Water elimination from triphenylmethanol, by the addition of a strong Brønsted 
acid to form a cation and halide abstraction from triphenylmethyl chloride by a strong Lewis 

acid.[6, 57-58] 

By the abstraction of an anionic substituent from an element, a low valent species 

can be formed. In this example, the protonation of the hydroxy group was used to 

form water as elimination product as well as the abstraction of a chloride by the 

Lewis acid aluminium trichloride. The formed trityl cation, as the first example of a 

persistent carbenium ion, shows an extraordinary stability, which can be explained 

by a charge delocalization over each phenyl group.[59] The trityl cation is a strong 

hydride acceptor and can be used to abstract hydrides from element hydride 

compounds to generate an element cation.[13, 60-62]  

As previously shown in the case of the alkylsilylium ions VI+ and VII+, the trityl cation 

can be used to generate e.g. silylium ions from silyl hydrides.[17, 49-51] The inhibition 

of cation-anion pairing make silylium cations extremely electrophilic. Therefore, 

they are often used for the abstraction of halides, especially fluorides, which is due 

to the high fluoride affinity of silicon.[17, 21] 

Olah et al. have used similar methods, but harsher conditions, to generate 

alkylcarbenium ions, such as the tertbutylcarbenium (CH3)3C+ XVIII+. By the use of 

antimony pentafluoride as a super Lewis acid, the tertbutylcarbenium ion could be 

synthesized from isobutyl fluoride (CH3)3CF.[63] They were also able to show, that 

isobutane (CH3)3CH reacts in super acidic conditions, by the use of fluorosulfonic 

acid and antimony pentafluoride, under the formation of the carbenium ion XXVIII+ 

(Scheme 7). This reaction is possible, as the superacidic H+ acts as a hydride 

acceptor and leads to the abstraction of a hydride under formation of hydrogen 

gas.[64] The used combination of fluorosulfonic acid and antimony pentafluoride 

was later coined by the term “magic acid”. By the synthesis and study of this 

carbocation and many others, such as the methanium ion CH5
+[65], Olah set 
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multiple milestones in carbon chemistry and received in 1994 the noble price “for 

his contribution to carbocation chemistry”.[66] 

 

Scheme 7. Formation of the tertbutylcarbenium ion XXVIII+ by abstraction of a fluoride 
with antimony pentafluoride as a super Lewis acid or by abstraction of a hydride by the 
Super acid FSO3H-SbF5.[63-64] 

Also, alkaline metal and other metal salts can be used as electrophilic source, to 

generate element cations, due to salt formation with a high lattice energy as a 

strong driving force. In cases where the element halide bond is labile in solution, 

the lithium, sodium, potassium, silver and thallium salts of weakly coordinating 

anions are applicable.[3, 67-69] The silver cation is often used for halide abstraction 

as the lattice energy of silver halide salts is exceptionally high, but they also tend 

to be light sensitive and can act as oxidants.[70] Because of this, in some cases 

thallium salts are used as alternative, even though they have a high toxicity.[71]  

 

Scheme 8. Generation of an element cation by the use of Lewis acids (top) or by use of 
electrophilic cation salts of weakly coordinating anions (bottom). 

Furthermore, by the cleavage of an element carbon bond, an element cation can 

be generated. Common groups that can be abstracted are e.g. methide CH3
–,  

ethide CH2-CH3
– or allylide CH2-CH=CH2

– groups either by trityl salts of weakly 

coordinating anions, e.g. in the generation of the silylium ion Mes3Si+ by Lambert 

and Reed or Lewis acids, such as tris(pentafluorophenyl)borane B(C6F5)3.[25, 72-73] 
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The oxidizing power of silver salts can also be used in the formation of radical 

cations, as the silver cation can act as single electron oxidants under the formation 

of elemental silver.[74] Other common single electron oxidants that can be used are 

e.g. nitrosyl salts NO+ and halogens or halogen equivalents, such as iodine I2 or 

xenon difluoride XeF2 with alkaline metal, silver or silylium salts of weakly 

coordinating anions (WCA) or Lewis acids (Scheme 9).[75-77] 

 

Scheme 9. Common single electron oxidation methods for the generation of radical 
cations. 

In general, several methods can be applied to generate a low valent species, but 

in all cases, the charge separation by the introduction of a weakly coordinating 

anion is required.  
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1.6.2  Weakly Coordinating Anions 
 

As increased steric bulk helps in the stabilization of cations, a similar strategy can 

be adapted for the anion to achieve a more balanced charge distribution and 

minimize the polarization to inhibit cation-anion interaction.[78] “Weakly coordinating 

anions” (WCAs) are designed for this purpose and paved a new research area over 

the last few decades (Fig. 13). 

 

Figure 13. Examples of weakly coordinating anions, sorted by their coordinating ability in 
descending order (top to bottom). 

According to the hard and soft acids and bases concept, it is best to choose a 

mismatching pair for the stabilization of highly reactive cations. A hard acid is 

stabilized best by a soft base and vice versa, due to minimal interaction between 

cation and anion.[79] The first generation of weakly coordinating anions included the 

conjugated bases of strong Brønsted acids like perchlorate, sulphate and nitrate, 

as these tend to have a delocalized charge over all oxygen atoms. Therefore, 

perchlorates and later hexafluoropnictogenates were often used in the early era of 

weakly coordinating anions, but showed coordination to the cation in several cases, 

such as the porphyrin iron(III) complexes with perchlorate XXIX or 

hexafluoroantimonate XXX as anion by Reed et al. (Fig. 12).[80-84] 
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Figure 14. Molecular structures of the porphyrine iron(III) species presented by Reed et 
al. with perchlorate XXIX (left)[80] and hexafluoroantimonate XXX (right)[82] coordinating 
towards the metal center. Phenyl groups, hydrogen atoms and solvent are omitted for 
clarity. 

In order to generate a weaker coordinating anion, the distribution of the charge has 

to be increased to inhibit cation-anion interaction and/or anion degradation. 

Furthermore, an increase in size of the anion leads to a better charge delocalization 

and a lower polarization on the surface of the molecule. Additionally, it is necessary 

that the anion comprises chemically robust groups, to ensure it withstands the 

reactivity the formed cation might provide, for instance a strong electrophilicity. By 

the combination of these aspects a variety of new weakly coordinating anions were 

designed and synthesized, from which the most frequently used classes are 

summarized in the next chapters.  
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1.6.2.1  Borates and Aluminates 
 

One of the two major classes of weakly coordinating anions contain group 13 

elements like boron or aluminium as the central atom. These are electron deficient 

in their neutral ER3, due to an unoccupied pz orbital. This species readily generates 

anions to fulfil the octet rule. The group 13 elements are often substituted by 

(per)fluorinated organic systems, which provide a high stability, as the C-F bond 

is considered as one of the strongest bonds, and the (per)fluorinated organic 

groups provide a high charge delocalization, due to the electron deficient 

substituents (Fig. 15).[69-70, 85] 

 

Figure 15. Examples of commonly used weakly coordinating anions, tetrakis(3,5-
bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate BArF, tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate PerBArF and 
tetrakis(perfluoro-tert-butoxy)aluminate AlORF (l. to r.). 

Upon reaction of a group 13 halide or hydride with the corresponding organolithium 

or alkaline metal alcoholate, the anion formation is straightforward and can be 

prepared on a multigram scale providing a good source of weakly coordinating 

anions.[67, 86-88] Also bridged borates and aluminates have been reported, exhibiting 

a higher charge delocalization, but are often prone to dissociation or exchange 

reactions.[89-90] 

A recently reported bridged anions is the aluminium based species [((CF3)3CO)3Al-

F-Al(OC(CF3)3)3]–, which was prepared by Krossing et al., in 2018 (Fig. 16). The 

work group developed a reasonable synthesis of this bridged anion and 

demonstrated the stability due to the increased charge delocalization by the 

stabilization of several synthetically potent cations, namely Ag+, NO+ and Ph3C+ on 

a multigram scale.[89]  
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Figure 16. Molecular structures (top) and electrostatic potential (bottom) of the AlORF 
anion [Al(OC(CF3)3)4]

– (left) and the bridged anion [(F3C)3CO)Al-F-Al(OC(CF3)3)4]
– (right). 

Also similar bridged anions [(C6F5)3E-F-E(C6F5)3]– (E = Al, Ga) were prepared by 

Marks et al. by the reaction of the corresponding Lewis acids with trityl fluoride 

Ph3CF. Interestingly, in the case of aluminium, even the dianionic species  

[(C6F5)3Al-F-Al(C6F5)3-F-Al(C6F5)3]2– can be obtained by the adjustment of the 

stoichiometry.[90] 

But the lighter congener [(C6F5)3B-F-B(C6F5)3]– is not known, due to sterical effects. 

However, the cyanide bridged [(C6F5)3B-CN-B(C6F5)3]– anion could be prepared by 

Bochmann and coworkers, by the reaction of the Lewis acid B(C6F5)3 with 

potassium cyanide and cation exchange with trityl chloride afforded the trityl salt  

[Ph3C]+[(C6F5)3B-CN-B(C6F5)3]–.[91] 
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1.6.2.2  Boron Based Clusters and Other Weakly Coordinating Anions 

Another prominent class of weakly coordinating anions include borane clusters, 

with the charge being distributed over boron atoms in a three-dimensional cage-

like structure. By substitution of these borane clusters and/or introduction of carbon 

atoms, a variety of weakly coordinating anions are available (Fig. 17).[68, 71] 

Frequently used are the closo-carborane [CB11H12]– and the dodecaborate cluster 

[B12H12]2– often providing a charge separation, due to delocalization of the charge 

over all boron molecules. In 1986 Reed et al. presented the [CB11H12]– cluster, 

revealing in the published work only a weak interaction between the closo-

carborane and the iron(II) cation.[71] Modification of these anions include the 

halogenation by Stibr et al. and Reed et al. providing even weaker coordinating 

anions.[24, 92] Modifications by fluorination and trifluoromethylation were performed 

by Strauss et al. and Michl et al. providing the most likely weakest coordinating 

anions [CHB11F11]– and [CB11(CF3)12]– with the latter one being explosive. Due to 

the fact that the synthesis needs handling of fluorine in anhydrous HF, the 

fluorinated anions are only used in niche applications.[93-94]  

 

Figure 17. Commonly used dodecaborates, trimethylaminododecaborates and 
carboranes as anions (l. to r.). 

Overall, the synthesis of carborane and dodecaborate clusters as anions is only 

achieved in expensive and time-consuming multi-step procedures, with the 

generation of large amounts of hydrogen, preventing an extensive use. 

A rather new concept in the design of weakly coordinating anions include the class 

of teflates, in which formal fluoroelementates EFn
–, such as BF4

–, AsF6
– and SbF6

–

, are substituted by the OTeF5 motif, to increase the charge delocalization as used 
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in group 13 teflato elementates E(OTeF5)4
– (E = B, Al)[95-96] and the hexa-

coordinated group 15 teflato pnictogenates E(OTeF5)6
– (E = As, Sb, Bi).[97] 

The synthesis of the teflate anions is usually done by the reaction of an element 

salt with teflic acid HOTeF5 as it is often used for the group 13 elementates. By 

transmetallation from B(OTeF3)3, the neutral pnictogen teflates can be obtained 

followed by the addition of a teflate salt to form the anion. Only in the case of 

antimony the oxidation to the anion is required as the Lewis acid Sb(OTeF5)5 is not 

stable at ambient temperatures. For this, xenon teflate Xe(OTeF5)2 is used, which 

indicates the immense stability towards oxidation.[95, 97] 

1.7  Lewis Acidity 
 

Due to the lack of electrons and non-fulfillment of the octet rule, low valent species 

are highly Lewis acidic. In order to determine and scale the Lewis acidity, several 

experimental and computational methods were developed.  

From an experimental point of view, the Lewis acidity of reactive species can be 

examined by several experiments, which often rely on the chemical shift difference 

in NMR spectroscopic measurements of a Lewis base which is coordinated to a 

Lewis acidic species. A widely used strategy is the Gutmann-Beckett method, in 

which triethylphosphine oxide (Et3PO) is used as the Lewis base. The chemical 

shift in the 31P NMR spectrum of Et3PO is highly sensitive towards coordinative 

interactions between the oxygen atom and a Lewis acid and therefore the shift will 

change depending on the strength of the dative bond. By application of a simple 

formula, the so-called “acceptor number” (AN) can be calculated and referenced 

against other benchmark values like the AN of SbCl5, which is defined as 100 (δ = 

86.1 ppm), and the AN of free Et3PO, which is defined as 0 (δ = 41.0 ppm) 

(Scheme 10). The higher the acceptor number, the higher the Lewis acidity of the 

reactive species.[98-99] 
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Scheme 10. Reaction and equation of the Gutmann-Beckett method with 
triethylphosphine oxide and triethylphosphine oxide antimony pentachloride adduct as 
reference.[98-99] 

However, the correlation of Lewis acidity and the chemical shift can be problematic. 

For soft Lewis acids, according to the HSAB concept, the coordination to a hard 

Lewis base, like Et3PO, is unfavoured. Therefore, the dative bond will not be as 

strong as for a hard Lewis acid. Secondly, the stoichiometry is highly important, as 

dissociation is possible and for heavier atoms two molecules of Et3PO can 

coordinate. This can lead to a dynamic equilibrium resulting in an average shift.[100] 

Also the solvent can have an influence. It has been suggested to use an “aprotic 

unpolar solvent”, such as benzene, or DCM. But even these solvents have a 

tremendous effect on the Acceptor number, as Gutmann et al. stated. n-Hexane 

was used as a reference point for non-coordinated Et3PO (AN = 0) and SbCl5 as a 

reference for fully coordinated Et3PO (AN = 100). Based on this scale the typically 

used solvents such as benzene (AN = 8.2) and CCl4 (AN = 8.6), which is often 

substituted if possible by DCM (AN = 20.4) or chloroform (AN = 23.1), already show 

a coordination towards Et3PO.[98] In general for strong Lewis acids this should not 

affect the measurement. A competing coordination with the solvent can affect the 

result, if the Lewis acid is soft or weak forming an adduct with an AN close to the 

used solvent, or if the coordination of Et3PO is hindered due to steric effects.[100] 

To overcome the problem of soft Lewis acids in the Gutmann-Beckett method 

Lichtenberg et al. introduced Me3PS and Me3PSe as soft Lewis bases, for a better 

understanding of the Lewis acidity of bismuth cations and used several common 
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Lewis acids for a scale similar to the original Gutmann-Beckett method. The GaI3 

adducts were used as a reference, with the highest achieved 31P NMR shift 

(Scheme 11).[101] 

 

Scheme 11. Reaction and equation of the Lichtenberg-Gutmann-Beckett method with the 
soft Lewis bases trimethylphosphine sulfide and trimethylphosphine selenide and their 
corresponding GaI3 adduct as reference.[101] 

A similar approach for the Lewis acidity determination is Childs’ method 

(Scheme 12), in which crotonaldehyde is used to coordinate the Lewis acid, which 

changes the chemical shifts in 1H-NMR spectroscopy related to the Lewis acid 

strength. Especially the hydrogen atom in γ-position changes in a linear way with 

regard to the Lewis acidity. In this method, BBr3 is assigned for the full coordination 

of crotonaldehyde giving the relative acidity (RA).[102]  

 

Scheme 12. Reaction of the Childs’ method with crotonaldehyde and the crotonaldehyde 
boron tribromide Lewis adduct as reference.[102] 
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Similar to Childs’ method is the method developed by Hilt et al. (Scheme 13, 

top).[103] In which deuterated pyridine is used as a donor and the increasing shift 

difference can be correlated to the Lewis acidity by 2H-NMR spectroscopy.  

 

Scheme 13. Hilt's method and Müller's method for Lewis acidity determination. [103-104] 

Additionally, Müller et al. developed a method to determine the Lewis acidity of 

intramolecular stabilized silyl cations based on p-fluorobenzonitrile (BFN) in 2019 

(Scheme 13, bottom). By the use of the 19F-NMR shift, as well as the C-F coupling 

constant, the Lewis acidity can be determined.[104]  

Also, acetonitrile can be used as a sensitive Lewis base to determine the Lewis 

acidity. By coordination of the acetonitrile, a blue shift is observed for the C≡N 

stretching frequency, and for stronger Lewis acids, the shift difference compared 

to free MeCN becomes larger.[105] Timoshkin et al. have shown recently that the 

square root of the C≡N stretching frequency shift for 1:1 and 1:2 complexes with 

acetonitrile correlates with the strength of the donor-acceptor bond.[106] 
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Another method for the qualitative determination of the Lewis acidity is the 

abstraction of a fluoride from hexafluoroantimonate salts, as the abstraction 

indicates a higher fluoride ion affinity than antimony pentafluoride, which is 

considered as the Lewis superacid threshold. This method can determine if the 

used Lewis acid acts as a Lewis superacid in principle, but it does not allow for 

quantification.[107] As a drawback of this method, it is possible that the used LA is 

strong enough to abstract a fluoride from SbF6
– but the generated SbF5, which is a 

strong oxidant, can attack the solvent and the ligand backbone, generating different 

species.[108] The same concept can be used with other Lewis acid fluoride adducts, 

like salts of [FB(C6F5)3]–, BF4
– and others.[109] 

Overall, there are various methods to experimentally determine the Lewis acid 

strength, but each method relies on several factors and each has its own 

limitations. Soft Lewis acids will give different results as a consequence of oxygen 

coordination to Et3PO using the Gutmann-Beckett-method compared to 

coordination to acetonitrile or para-fluorobenzonitrile than hard Lewis acids, which 

can mask the reactivity towards different Lewis bases. The introduction of Me3PS 

and Me3PSe as soft Lewis bases by Lichtenberg et al. introduces a similar scale 

for soft Lewis acids. Stronger Lewis acids might attack functional groups of the 

Lewis base as it can happen in Childs’ method. Hilt’s method uses deuterated 

pyridine and 2H-NMR spectroscopy, which can diminish the availability of this 

method. 

The best way to determine the Lewis acidity is to use a combination of methods 

and calculations, as Lewis acidity cannot be considered in a one-dimensional 

manner. Multiple variables contribute to it, such as polarizability, steric hindrance 

or element specific affinities. This becomes evident by the calculation of multiple 

ion affinities, as some elements have a higher affinity for softer Lewis bases than 

hard ones and vice versa.[110] 

Most often the fluoride ion affinity (FIA) is rather calculated, than experimentally 

determined. It was used first, but not labelled as such, in 1955 for BF3 as a Lewis 

acid.[111] The term was introduced by Haartz and McDaniel in 1973 by reporting the 

fluoride ion affinity to several inorganic Lewis acids, such as SiF4, BF3, PF5, 

AsF5.[112] In 2000 Christe et al. described a reliable isodesmic method for the 
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determination of the FIA and introducing the pF values, which represent the fluoride 

ion affinity in kcal/mol divided by 10. The FIA value calculation is based on the 

abstraction of fluoride from a model system of COF3
–[113] Even though the pF value 

is not used anymore, the calculation of the FIA value is still in use today. As more 

highly Lewis acidic species being synthesized, that show unusual behaviour, 

Krossing et al. defined the threshold for Lewis superacidity as the FIA of antimony 

pentafluoride, which is around 480 kJ/mol (Fig. 18).[107, 109, 114-116] 

 

 

Figure 18. FIA scale of synthesized and theoretical Lewis acids and cations. All values 
are calculated in the gas phase.[117-118] 

As it becomes evident by the the displayed fluoride ion affinities, (Fig. 18) low 

valent main group cations exhibit an extraordinarily high Lewis acidity. This can be 

explained by the positive charge leading to a high electrophilicity. Even though 

group 13 elements already provide a low valency, (vide supra) cationic species 

tend to be more electrophilic. In the solvated phase, in dichloromethane, these 

values often decrease. Exemplarily, the value for Me2P+ decreases from 959 

kJ/mol to 535 kJ/mol.[118] For Sb(OTeF5)5, the change as dramatic and reduced 

from 623 to 416 kJ/mol and for SbF5 it decreases from 496 kJ/mol to 362 kJ/mol.[117] 

Thus, a tendency is visible, in which the higher the Lewis acidity, the stronger the 

decrease of FIA in the condensed phase.  
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In 2020, Greb et al. described an improved method for the calculation of FIA values 

by the use (CH3)3Si-F as a model system, due to less charge relation compared to 

the anionic COF3
– model system, leading to more accurate values.[117] Also, Greb 

and Erdmann attempted to describe the multidimensionality of Lewis acidity. 

Several additional affinities were calculated such as the hydride ion affinity (HIA), 

chloride ion affinity (CIA), methide ion affinity (MIA) and additionally the water 

affinity (WA) and ammonia affinity (AA) (Scheme 14).[110]  

 

Scheme 14. Lewis acid base - adduct formation with common used Lewis bases for affinity 
calculations.[110] 

These multiple affinities can be used to gain a more balanced view on the Lewis 

acidity. The hydride ion contributes as an easily polarizable small Lewis base, 

which provides additional information decreasing the sterical influence in Lewis 

acids, as the hydride is the smallest nucleophile. The fluoride, chloride and methide 

ion can lead to information regarding the steric contribution to the Lewis acidity and 

can also be seen as a variety of Lewis bases generating a broad spectrum of 

variation regarding the HSAB character and element specific affinities. Ammonia 

and water contribute as weaker donors, which can be useful for the formation of 

less stable Lewis adducts, whose formation is influenced by additional Lewis acid 

properties such as hydrogen bonding or dispersion effects. This also shows, that 

by definition tris(pentafluorophenyl)borane (B(C6F5)3) is not a Lewis superacid 

(according to its FIA value), but by the HIA value it exceeds some of the common 

Lewis superacids. Thus, Greb classifies B(C6F5)3 as a soft Lewis superacid 

(sLSA).[110, 119] 
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1.8  Motivation and Objectives 
 

The strong Lewis acidity of Low valent main group species is often desired as it 

can be used in bond activation, for instance in small molecules such as H2 and 

CO2. Furthermore, the free coordination site and the altered geometry due to 

sterically demanding or coordinating substituents opens the area, that is normally 

covered by transition metals and their complexes. These have the unique situation 

of partially filled d-orbitals, providing a large range of oxidation states and electronic 

flexibility, leading to a high flexibility in coordination chemistry.[120-121] The exchange 

of transition metal complexes in catalytic chemistry and industrial application is of 

interest, as metals like platinum, palladium, rhodium and iridium are usually costly 

due to their scarcity and complex mining and extraction techniques, which are often 

environmentally problematic. Moreover, they are often toxic requiring special 

precautions and special treatments of waste in industrial processes.[122-123] 

The characteristics of main group compounds behaving like transition metal 

complexes, was described by Power in 2010. The author states that the interest in 

the stabilization of otherwise unstable species led to multiple examples of main 

group element compounds showing transition metal like behaviour.[124]  

Of high relevance are main group element compounds with E-E multiple bonds 

(e.g. XXXI), low valent species with a free coordination site (e.g. XXXII), molecules 

with a quasi-open coordination site due to a frustrated Lewis pair (e.g. XXXIII) as 

well as radicals and diradicaloids (Fig. 19).[125-131]  

 

Figure 19. Molecules showing transition metal like behaviour.[12, 132-133] 
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The compounds XXXI-XXXIII are all able to activate H2 as a small molecule at 

ambient conditions and are the first of their kind.[12, 132-133] Therefore, these 

compounds show transition metal like behaviour, which was named by 

Braunschweig et al.[134] as “metallomimetics”.  

As it is a new research field, a plethora of potential metallomimetics were 

synthesized, characterized and studied regarding catalytic application and 

activation of small molecules over the last years. Also established compounds 

were studied regarding activation of small molecules as it was shown by Stephan 

et al.[135] for the borinium ion Mes2B+ IV+, which is able to activate hydrogen 

(Scheme 15).  

 

Scheme 15. Activation of hydrogen by the borinium cation Mes2B+ (IV+). Anions are 
omitted for clarity.[135] 

Inspired by the work of Power, Stephan and others, the focus of this thesis is the 

synthesis of novel cationic low valent main group element compounds and their 

study regarding metallomimetic behaviour in small molecule activation. Cationic 

Low valent species are a promising approach, as the abstraction of a substituent 

opens a coordination sphere and increases the electrophilicity. The stabilization of 

these highly reactive species is approached by the combination of sterically 

demanding substituents and weakly coordinating anions. The m-terphenyl 

substituent is ideal for the stabilization of bis substituted low valent species, as the 

meta substitution provides a 2-dimensional cavity and two ligands encapsulate the 

central atom (Fig. 20).  
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Figure 20. A bis(m-terphenyl)element cation in linear geometry. The m-terphenyl groups 
perpendicularly protect the element cation (red central atom) with four mesityl substituents. 

The synthesis of most m-terphenyl species is achieved by the Hart-aryne 

synthesis, in which 1,3-dichlorobenzenes are lithiated in ortho-position, followed by 

the reaction with an excess of aryl Grignard reagents. It has been proposed that 

after the formation of an aryne species, the organomagnesium reagent reacts 

under oxidative addition to the formed triple bond twice under the formation of the 

m-terphenyl magnesium reagents. These can be reacted with an electrophile, such 

as iodine to isolate iodoterphenyl compounds as convenient stable precursors on 

a multigram scale (Scheme 16).[45, 136] 

 

Scheme 16. Synthesis of meta-terphenyls via the Hart-aryne synthesis. 
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In this thesis, the mesityl m-terphenyl substituent will be used, as it showed 

encouraging outcomes in the Beckmann group’s research. The substituent has 

demonstrated its kinetically stabilizing properties in the synthesis of mixed valent 

aryltellurenyl halides, diaryl dichalcogenide radical cations, defined tellurinic and 

stibonic acids, novel fluorosilanes, and a low valent bis(m-terphenyl)thallium 

cation.[75, 137-140]  

Until now, only a limited number of bis(m-terphenyl)element cations of the group 

13 is known. Wehmschulte et al.[13, 73] synthesized the bis(m-terphenyl)aluminium 

and gallium cations by abstraction of a hydride ion. Beckmann et al.[140] 

synthesized a bis(m-terphenyl)thallium cation by oxidation of the corresponding  

m-terphenylthallium(I) compound. To the best of my knowledge no bis(m-

terphenyl) element cations of group 15 and 16 are reported yet. The challenge 

compared to group 14 chemistry, in which three substituents can stabilize the 

cation, is that only two substituents provide stabilization for low valent group 13, 

group 15 and group 16 species.  

Two bis(m-terphenyl)element compounds have been reported, allowing for the 

generation of low valent species regarding group 13 and group 15 elements. 

Robinson et al. prepared bis(m-terphenyl)indium bromide[141] and  

bis(m-terphenyl)bismuth chloride and hydride were synthesized by Power et al.[142] 

Thus, these compounds provide a convenient option for investigating the 

abstraction of halides and hydrides, with the goal of forming low valent cationic 

species.  

In summary, the target of this thesis consists of the synthesis of novel  

bis(m-terphenyl)element compounds of the groups 13, 15 and 16. These 

compounds will serve as starting materials for the formation of low valent main 

group species through the abstraction of a substituent or by single electron 

oxidation, concurrently incorporating a weakly coordinating anion. The generated 

low valent main group compounds will then be investigated for their Lewis acidity 

and their potential as metallomimetics in small molecule activation. 
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2  Results and Discussion 
 

2.1  Heavy Carbene Analogues: Donor-Free Bismuthenium and 

Stibenium Ions 
 

 

 
 

2.1.1 Synopsis 

In this work the known compound bis(m-terphenyl)bismuth hydride[142] was used 

as an example for the abstraction of a substituent and formation of a  

bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogenium ion. By the abstraction of the hydride with trityl 

tetrakis(3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate the corresponding cation  

bis(m-terphenyl)-bismuthenium tetrakis(3,5-bis-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)borate 

[Ter2Bi]+[B(3,5-(CF3)2C6H3)4]– was isolated as a deep red solid, which allowed its 

characterization. Subsequently, the corresponding bis(m-terphenyl)antimony 

chloride and hydride were synthesized and the same reaction conditions with the 

corresponding hydride were tested, but were not successful. Consequently, the 

abstraction of the chloride from bis(m-terphenyl)antimony chloride was attempted 

and by the in situ preparation of triethylsilylium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate 

[Et3Si]+[B(C6F5)4]–, the abstraction was successful leading to  
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bis(m-terphenyl)stibenium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate [Ter2Sb]+[B(C6F5)4]–, 

which was isolated as a deep red solid. The new compounds namely Ter2SbCl, 

Ter2SbH, [Ter2Bi]+[B(3,5-(CF3)2C6H3)4]– and [Ter2Sb]+[B(C6F5)4]– were fully 

characterized by means of NMR, UV-Vis and IR spectroscopy as well as single 

crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. The low valency and bonding situations were 

studied by DFT calculations. Attempts for the activation of small molecules were 

made, but were not successful and thus were not included in the publication. 

 

2.1.2 Scientific Contribution 

In this project I developed the synthesis of the bis(terphenyl)antimony compounds 

and cations, fully characterized the new compounds and co-wrote the manuscript. 

M. Olaru did the bismuth counterpart co-wrote the manuscript. J. Beckmann was 

the principal investigator, designed the concept and co-wrote the manuscript. E. 

Lork did the X-ray crystallographic solution and refinement, S. Mebs executed the 

theoretical investigations contributing this publication. 

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 40%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 50%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 50%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 20%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 10%. 

 

The article was published in the journal “Angewandte Chemie International Edition“ 

in 2018 as a “Very Important Paper (VIP)” article and was also translated to 

German: 

Marian Olaru, Daniel Duvinage, Enno Lork, Stefan Mebs*, Jens Beckmann*, 

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2018, 57, 10080-10084. 

Marian Olaru, Daniel Duvinage, Enno Lork, Stefan Mebs*, Jens Beckmann*, 

Angew. Chem. 2018, 130, 10237-10241. 

 

International Edition: DOI: 10.1002/anie.201803160 

German Edition: DOI: 10.1002/ange.201803160 
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The Supporting Information includes experimental procedures, NMR spectra,  

X-ray crystallographic data and structure refinement and computational data and 

is available free of charge on the journal′s website: 

 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1002%2Fanie

.201803160&file=anie201803160-sup-0001-misc_information.pdf 
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2.2  Transient Phosphenium and Arsenium Ions versus Stable 

Stibenium and Bismuthenium Ions 
 

 

2.2.1 Synopsis 

After the successful synthesis of the two bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogenium ions 

[Ter2Sb]+[B(C6F5)4]– and [Ter2Bi]+[B(3,5-(CF3)2C6H3)4]– the synthesis of the lighter 

homologues was attempted. Due to the unsuccessful attempts for the preparation 

of the corresponding chlorides, a new attempt was made by in situ fluorination of 

the corresponding m-terphenylpnictogen dichloride with caesium fluoride and 

further reaction with a second equivalent of m-terphenyllithium. By this one-pot 

reaction, the bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogen fluorides Ter2AsF and Ter2PF were 

accessible. The abstraction of this fluoride was attempted with multiple Lewis acids 

and electrophilic abstraction agents. The reaction of Ter2PF with [Et3Si]+[B(C6F5)4]– 

led to the donor acceptor adduct [Ter2P(F)SiEt3]+[B(C6F5)4]–, which was published 

by our workgroup in an independent publication.[143] Also, 

tris(pentafluorophenyl)borane was used as a strong Lewis acid, but showed no 

reaction. With EtAlCl2, as a weaker but also smaller Lewis acid, the fluoride was 

removed from Ter2PF leading to a deep red reaction mixture at -80 °C, which 

undergoes a color change to yellow at higher temperatures. The abstraction of the 
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fluoride from Ter2AsF was attempted at -40 °C with [Et3Si]+[B(C6F5)4]– leading also 

to a dark red reaction mixture, which changes color above -20 °C. Unlike the 

heavier homologues, the formed pnictogenium ions were not stable and underwent 

an intramolecular reaction with one of the mesityl groups of a m-terphenyl 

substituent. In the case of phosphorus, the intermediate could be isolated and was 

identified as 1,2,4-trimethyl-6-mesityl-5-m-terphenyl-benzo[b]phospholium ion by 

NMR spectroscopy. The formation was also visible in the case of arsenic, but 

formed multiple products at ambient temperatures after a short period of time. 

Therefore, similar to phosphorus, the reaction mixture was quenched with 

triethylamine as a base to deprotonate the cationic pnictogonium ion to obtain the 

neutral pnictol species. The arsole and phosphole were isolated and characterized 

by means of NMR spectroscopy and single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. 

This proved the intramolecular electrophilic attack of the transient pnictogenium 

ion on one of the mesityl rings, inducing a 1,2-methyl shift. The mechanism of the 

rearrangement was proposed by DFT calculations, verifying the energetic minima 

for phosphorus and arsenic in comparison to antimony and bismuth and also 

proposing a short-lived arenium ion as transient intermediate.  

 

2.2.2 Scientific Contribution 

In this project I developed the synthesis of the bis(terphenyl)arsenic compounds 

and cations and fully characterized the obtained compounds. M. Olaru did the 

phosphorus counterpart. M. Olaru and me co-wrote the manuscript. E. Lork 

perfored the crystallographic structure refinements. S. Mebs did the computational 

part contributing to this publication. J. Beckmann was the principal investigator, 

designed the concept and co-wrote the manuscript. 

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 40%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 50%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 50%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 40%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 20%. 
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The article was published in the journal “Chemistry – A European Journal“ in 2019 

as an Open Access Communication: 

Marian Olaru, Daniel Duvinage, Enno Lork, Stefan Mebs*, Jens Beckmann*, 

Chem. Eur. J. 2019, 25, 14758-14761. 

 

DOI: 10.1002/chem.201902520 

 

The Supporting Information includes experimental procedures, NMR spectra, X-

ray crystallographic data and computational data and is available free of charge on 

the journal′s website: 

 

https://chemistry-

europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1002%2Fche

m.201902520&file=chem201902520-sup-0001-misc_information.pdf 
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2.3  Intramolecular Reaction of Transient Phosphenium and 

Arsenium Ions Giving Rise to Isolable 9-Phospha- and 9-

Arsena-Fluorenium Ions 
 

 

2.3.1 Synopsis 

It was shown that the transient pnictogenium ions Ter2E+ (E = P, As) react in an 

intramolecular 1,2-methyl shift from the ortho to the meta position under proton 

migration to the pnictogenium ion. A short-lived transient arenium intermediate was 

proposed by DFT calculations. Because of this, permethylated phenyl groups as 

flanking groups were introduced providing the pentamethylphenyl substituted  

m-terphenyl substituent (Per). By this, the presence of reactive hydrogen atoms in 

the m-terphenyl system are avoided and the electron inductive effect of the 

permethylated system makes the substituent more electron-rich in an attempt to 

stabilize the low valent central atom. In a similar approach to the previously used 

terphenyl system, the one-pot procedure for the synthesis of Per2PF and Per2AsF 

was used providing both starting materials, which were fully characterized. For the 

fluoride abstraction, EtAlCl2 for Per2PF and AlCl3 for Per2AsF were used, because 

previously it was shown that these weaker Lewis acids can be used for highly 

sterically demanding element fluorides. Both reaction mixtures turn immediately 

deep red similar to the heavier bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogenium ions. Two isomers 

were identified by NMR analysis and one of the isomers was identified by single-

crystal X-ray experiments. The identity of the second isomer was identified by NMR 

analysis. The reaction proceeds under ring closure including a methyl migration 

the pnicta-fluorenium ions, in which the isomers are differing in the position of the 

methyl group migration. In both isomers, the methyl group migrated to the meta 

position with regard to the central element. Over the course of a month in DCM 

solution, the phospha-fluorenium ion reacts intramolecularly, in which the methyl 
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group migrates to the phosphol forming a phospholium ion. The arsenic congener 

does not exhibit this behaviour and is stable in solution over the course of at least 

6 months and also at elevated temperatures of 80 °C. No methyl group migration 

is visible by means of NMR spectroscopy. In THF both pnicta-fluorenium ions are 

deprotonated at the methyl group in para position to the dimethyl group. The 

deprotonation by THF indicates the high acidity of the system due to the Wheland 

complex. This reaction is quasi-reversible as removal of the solvent under reduced 

pressure formed the pnicta-fluorenium ions, but also side products are visible by 

NMR spectroscopy. Due to the complex reaction mechanism and the newly 

observed 1,3-methyl shift instead of a 1,2-methyl shift, DFT calculations were used 

to elucidate the mechanism of the rearrangement. It was found that the energy gain 

is even higher compared to the mesityl substituted terphenyl system, which might 

be related to the higher susceptibility for electrophilic attacks on the permethylated 

phenyl substituents due to increased electron density. 

2.3.2 Scientific Contribution 

In this project I carried out the synthesis and full characterization of the arsenic 

compounds with the support of the co-author Yannick Naß, who developed the 

synthesis of the arsenic compounds under my supervision during his master thesis. 

M. Olaru developed the synthesis of the phosphorus compounds and M. Olaru and 

me co-wrote the manuscript. L. A. Malaspina performed the X-ray crystallographic 

part and the computational part with S. Mebs. J. Beckmann was the principal 

investigator, designed the concept and co-wrote the manuscript.  

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 40%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 40%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 50%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 20%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 10%. 

 

The article was published in the journal “Angewandte Chemie International Edition“ 

in 2020 as an open access communication and was also translated to german: 

Marian Olaru, Daniel Duvinage, Yannik Naß, Lorraine A. Malaspina, Stefan Mebs, 

Jens Beckmann*, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 14414-14417. 
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Marian Olaru, Daniel Duvinage, Yannik Naß, Lorraine A. Malaspina, Stefan Mebs, 

Jens Beckmann*, Angew. Chem. 2020, 59, 14414-14417. 

 

International Edition: DOI: 10.1002/anie.202006728 

German Edition: DOI: 10.1002/ange.202006728 

 

The Supporting Information includes experimental procedures, NMR spectra, X-

ray crystallographic data and computational data and is available free of charge on 

the journal′s website: 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1002%2Fanie

.202006728&file=anie202006728-sup-0001-misc_information.pdf 
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2.4  New crystal structures of alkali metal 

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borates 
 

 
 

 

2.4.1 Synopsis 

During the work with tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate salts as abstraction agents 

for halides and hydrides, the crystal structures of a lithium tetrakis-

(pentafluorophenyl)borate) 1,2-difluorobenzene adduct [Li(DFB)]+[B(C6F5)4]– and 

the solvent free caesium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate Cs+[B(C6F5)4]– were 

obtained. Both compounds were synthesized by either dissolving solvent free 

lithium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate in 1,2-difluorobenzene or by ion 

exchange of lithium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate with caesium fluoride in  

1,2-difluorobenzene and subsequent diffusion of n-hexane into the solution. 

Interestingly both compounds provide a large amount of E∙∙∙F close contacts in the 

solid state. [Li(DFB)]+[B(C6F5)4]– has six Li∙∙∙F contacts and no π-interactions, 

which is visible in electron rich solvate molecules such as [Li(C6H6)]+[B(C6F5)4]– 

made by Bolte et al.[144] or [Li(CH3C6H5)]+[B(C6F5)4]– made by Kuprat et al.[145] The 

solvent free Cs+[B(C6F5)4]– has twelve Cs∙∙∙F contacts. Both compounds are useful 

sources for the tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate anion, without the need for 

introducting typical donor solvents like Et2O or THF. In the case of the lithium salt, 

it also provides a higher solubility than the solvent free Li+[B(C6F5)4]–. 

2.4.2 Scientific contribution  

In this publication I developed the synthesis of the lithium compound and fully 

characterized it. Furthermore, I found a reliable synthesis for the cesium compound 

and co-wrote the manuscript. A. Schröder prepared the cesium compound. E. Lork 
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provided the X-ray crystallographical part and J. Beckmann was principal 

investigator, designed the concept and co-wrote the manuscript. 

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 90%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 95%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 90%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 80%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 40%. 

 

The article was published in the journal “Main Group Metal Chemistry“ in 2020 as 

an open access article: 

Daniel Duvinage, Artem Schröder, E. Lork, J. Beckmann*, Main Group Met. Chem. 

2020, 43, 99-101. 

 

DOI: 10.1515/mgmc-2020-0011 
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2.5  Isolation of an Antiaromatic 9-Hydroxy Fluorenyl Cation 
 

 

2.5.1 Synopsis 

The bis(m-terphenyl)carbon motif is an attractive target, as it can form kinetically 

stabilized carbenium ions and carbenes. Especially in the case of the carbene, it 

is interesting, as the sterically demanding substituents can alter the geometry, 

enabling space for the triplet ground state. For this, the reported carboxylic acid 

chloride was synthesized by a modified procedure according to the literature.[146] 

The introduction of a second m-terphenyl substituent was attempted by the addition 

of m-terphenyllithium to the corresponding acyl chloride. Similar to previous 

approaches, the chloride was exchanged to a fluoride, which remained still 

unsuccessful for the introduction of a second substituent. Due to this, the 

abstraction of the fluoride was attempted to provide a kinetically stabilized acylium 

ion, which can be described by its mesomeric form as TerC≡O+. A small number 

of acylium ions are reported in the literature, but often exhibit ion-pairing. It is 

remarkable that known acylium ions provide a C-O triple bond and can be seen as 

a carboxonium ion. [147-148] By abstraction of the fluoride from TerC(O)F with an 

excess of AlCl3 a deep red solution is formed from which dark brown single crystals 

were obtained. Through single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments the compound 

could be identified as 9-hydroxy-1-mesityl-5,7,8-trimethylfluorenylium 

tetrachloroaluminate. The compound is stable in solution for a few days and in solid 

state for a few weeks under inert conditions. The formation of this compound can 

be explained by an intramolecular Friedel-Crafts reaction, providing a 1,2-methyl 

shift under the migration of a proton to the CO moiety. The formed hydroxyfluorenyl 

cation should exhibit antiaromaticity according to the Hückel rule as it possesses 
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four π electrons. This was examined by the use of NICS calculations showing that 

a certain degree of antiaromaticity is present but it is compensated by the two 

annulated phenyl rings and the hydroxy group. Additionally, the mechanism was 

also postulated by DFT calculations.  

By deprotonation with sodium hydroxide, the corresponding 9-fluorenone was 

obtained. This compound exhibits a strong yellow fluorescence at λ = 512 nm. It 

was also tested if the fluorenone shows antibacterial properties similar to other 

fluorenones.[149] Against E. Coli, it shows no antibacterial properties and therefore 

it was not included in the publication.  

2.5.2 Scientific Contribution 

 

In this publication, I designed the concept and synthesized and fully characterized 

all compounds. Furthermore, I did the X-ray structure determination and wrote the 

supporting information and co-wrote the manuscript. S. Mebs did the computational 

part and J. Beckmann was the principal investigator and co-wrote the publication. 

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 100%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 100%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 100%, 

preparation of figures and tables: ca. 80%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 50%. 

 

The article was published in the journal “Chemistry – A European Journal“ in 2021 

as an open access communication: 

Daniel Duvinage, Stefan Mebs*, Jens Beckmann*, Chem. Eur. J. 2021, 27, 8105-

8109. 

 

DOI: 10.1002/chem.202100786 
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The Supporting Information includes experimental procedures, NMR spectra, X-

ray crystallographic data and structure refinement and computational data and is 

available free of charge on the journal′s website: 

https://chemistry-

europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1002%2Fche

m.202100786&file=chem202100786-sup-0001-misc_information.pdf 
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2.6  Divalent Bis(m-terphenyl)element Cations [(2,6-

Mes2C6H3)2E]+ of Group 13 Revisited and Extended (E = B, 

Al, Ga, In, Tl) 
 

 

2.6.1 Synopsis 

Switching from diorganopnictogenium ions, possessing six valence electrons to 

diorgano group 13 cations, which possess four valence electrons, increases the 

Lewis acidity, therefore the cations are highly interesting regarding metallomimetic 

behaviour. The synthetic focus of this publication is based on boron and indium, 

as Wehmschulte et al. synthesized the bis(m-terphenyl)aluminium and gallium 

cations[13],[150] and Beckmann et al. synthesized the bis(m-terphenyl)thallium 

cation.[140] As a starting point the reported bis(m-terphenyl)indium bromide was 

used.[141] By the abstraction of the bromide with potassium 

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate K+[B(C6F5)4]–, the bis(m-terphenyl)indinium 

tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate [Ter2In]+[B(C6F5)4]– was synthesized and fully 

characterized by means of NMR and UV-Vis spectroscopy, mass spectrometry as 

well as single crystal X-ray diffraction experiments. Regarding boron,  

m-terphenyllithium was reacted with BF3OEt2 forming m-terphenylboron difluoride 

TerBF2, which could be isolated as a colorless solid. This was reacted with another 

equivalent of m-terphenyllithium to obtain bis(m-terphenyl)boron fluoride Ter2BF. 

Additionally, by reduction with lithium aluminium hydride and methyl iodide the 

corresponding hydride Ter2BH was formed. These bis(m-terphenyl)boron 

compounds were used as the starting materials for the attempt to form the  
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bis(m-terphenyl)borinium ion. Unfortunately, a variety of Lewis acids and 

abstraction agents, namely AlCl3, B(C6F5)3, Al[OC(C6F5)3]3, [Ph3C]+[B(C6F5)4]–,  

[Me3Si-H-SiMe3]+[B(C6F5)4]– and [Me3Si(Tol)]+[B(C6F5)4]– did not induce the 

selective formation of the borinium ion Ter2B+. In the case of AlCl3, the  

m-terphenylboron dichloride was isolated, which indicates that a m-terphenyl 

substituent was cleaved. With the hydrogen bridged [Me3Si-H-SiMe3]+[B(C6F5)4]– 

as fluoride abstraction agent an F-H exchange was visible forming Ter2BH. This 

indicates that the borinium cation has a high hydride affinity, which explains also 

that no reaction of Ter2BH with [Ph3C]+[B(C6F5)4]– occurred. Also in the case of the 

Lewis acids B(C6F5)3 and Al[OC(C6F5)3]3, no reaction took place. Ter2BF reacts 

with [Me3Si(Tol)]+[B(C6F5)4]– giving multiple signals in the 11B- and 19F-NMR 

spectra, which indicates a degradation of the bis(m-terphenyl)boron moiety as well 

as the degradation of the anion. Regarding the Lewis acidity of the group 13 

cationic species, the FIA value was calculated, leading to the result, that all R2E+ 

(E = B, Al, Ga, In, Tl) tend to be above the Lewis superacid threshold, the highest 

shown by R2B+ (725 kJ/mol). This can explain the failed attempts of the isolation 

of the borinium ion, as the FIA value is even higher than that of Ter2P+ (701 kJ/mol) 

and Ter2As+ (657 kJ/mol), which react intramolecularly under quenching of the 

pnictogenium ion. The Indinium cation R2In+ (577 kJ/mol) and thallium cation  

R2Tl+ (520 kJ/mol) have a decreased FIA value. which can be explained by the half 

shell occupation providing a certain stabilization, as well as the linear adopted 

geometry. 

 

2.6.2 Scientific contribution  

In this project I developed the synthesis of the compounds and fully characterized 

the provided compounds. Furthermore, I wrote the Supporting Information and co-

wrote the manuscript. L. Malaspina performed the Hirshfeld Atom Refinement, S. 

Mebs executed theoretical calculations contributing to this publication. S. 

Grabowsky co-wrote the manuscript and J. Beckmann was the principal 

investigator and co-wrote the manuscript.  
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Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 90%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 90%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 80%, preparation 

of Figures and Tables: ca. 40%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 40%.  

 

The article was published in the journal “European Journal of Inorganic Chemistry“ 

in 2023 as a “Very Important Paper (VIP)” Open Access article. 

Daniel Duvinage, Lorraine A. Malaspina, Simon Grabowsky, Stefan Mebs, Jens 

Beckmann, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem. 2023, 26, e202200482.  

DOI: 10.1002/ejic.202200482 

 

The Supporting Information includes NMR and UV-Vis spectra, X-ray 

crystallographic data and structure refinement and computational data and is 

available free of charge on the journal′s website: 

 

https://chemistry-

europe.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/downloadSupplement?doi=10.1002%2Fejic

.202200482&file=ejic202200482-sup-0001-misc_information.pdf 
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2.7  Heavier Bis(m-terphenyl)element Phosphaethynolates of  

Group 13 
 

 

2.7.1 Synopsis 

The phosphaethynolate ion PCO- is of ambiphilic nature, similar to its lighter 

homologue the cyanate ion. The ambiphilicity can be described by its mesomeric 

forms. 

 

Scheme 17. Mesomeric forms of the phosphaethynolate anion. 

This implies it can coordinate via the oxygen atom forming oxyphosphaalkene 

compounds (M-OCP) or by phosphorus, forming phosphaketenes (M-PCO). In 

accordance with the HSAB concept, the coordination pattern is dependent on the 

metal center, if it is hard and highly electropositive or soft and easily polarisable. 

Regarding the possible coordination, especially the coordination of the metal by 

the phosphorus atom exhibits a unique property, as it can be described as a 

phosphinidene stabilized by carbon monoxide (Scheme 16, right). Upon irradiation 

with UV-A light (λ = 365 nm), the phosphorus carbon bond is cleaved forming a 

phosphinidene and carbon monoxide.  

Due to the sheer variety of bis(m-terphenyl)element halides that were synthesized 

in this thesis, the reaction of bis(m-terphenyl)indium bromide with sodium 

phosphaethynolate (NaOCP) was attempted, providing bis(m-terphenyl)indium 

phosphaethynolate. By this result, also the lighter bis(m-terphenyl)element halides 

of group 13 were synthesized, from which bis(m-terphenyl)gallium chloride reacted 

with sodium phosphaethynolate providing an isolable bis(m-terphenyl)gallium 

phosphaethynolate. These phosphaethynolates were tested regarding their 
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reactivity. Upon irradiation with UV-light, phosphinidenes as low valent species 

were formed, but reacted quickly under unselective decomposition. Because of 

this, the phosphaethynolates were reacted with a N-heterocyclic carbene, namely 

1,2,3,4-tetramethylimidazolin-2-ylidene IMe4, attempting to trap the formed 

phosphinidene. This led to the coordination of the NHC on the carbon atom of the 

phosphaethynolate unit, visible by NMR spectroscopy and single crystal X-ray 

diffraction experiments. Because of the natural electron vacancy of group 13 

elements, the phosphaethynolate became bidentate and coordinates to the metal 

center via phosphorus and oxygen. The NHC adducts are stable towards 

irradiation with UV light, which can be attributed to the bidentate behaviour of the 

PCO entity. Furthermore, the reaction of the formed heterocycles with chalcogenes 

was investigated, from which tellurium selectively formed stable compounds, which 

was indicated by 31P NMR spectroscopy. By single crystal X-ray diffraction 

experiments the insertion of tellurium in the E-P bond is visible forming an ETePCO 

heterocycle. The ionic character of the E-P and E-O bonds was studied by DFT 

calculation and showed that the ionicity is drastically reduced by coordination of 

the NHC to the PCO unit. 

 

2.7.2 Scientific Contribution 

In this project I developed and fully characterized the synthesis of the  

bis(m-terphenyl)indium phosphaethynolate. Under my supervision M. Janßen 

developed the synthesis of the gallium compound and the NHC adducts and fully 

characterized them during his master thesis. I co-wrote the publication and 

contributed the X-ray crystallographic part together with E. Lork. H. Grützmacher 

co-wrote the publication. S. Mebs provided the theoretical calculations and J. 

Beckmann was the principal investigator and co-wrote the publication.  

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 90%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 50%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 80%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 80%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 50%. 

 

The article was published in the journal “Dalton Transactions“ in 2022 as an article: 
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Daniel Duvinage, Marvin Janssen, Enno Lork, Hansjörg Grützmacher, Stefan 

Mebs*, Jens Beckmann*, Dalton Trans. 2022, 51, 7622-7629. 

 

DOI: 10.1039/D2DT00907B 

 

The Supporting Information includes experimental procedures, NMR data, X-ray 

crystallographic data and structure refinement and computational data and is 

available free of charge on the journal′s website: 

 

https://www.rsc.org/suppdata/d2/dt/d2dt00907b/d2dt00907b2.pdf 
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2.8  Kinetic Stabilization of Heavier bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogen 

phosphaethynolates  
 

 

2.8.1 Synopsis 

Similar to the group 13 phosphaethynolates, the obtained  

bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogen halides were reacted with sodium phosphaethynolate, 

from which bis(m-terphenyl)antimony phosphaethynolate Ter2SbPCO and  

bis(m-terphenyl)bismuth phosphaethynolate Ter2BiPCO formed stable products 

that could be isolated. The irradiation of the phosphaethynolates by UV-A light  

(λ = 365 nm) led to a transient species, which decomposes unselectively over the 

course of several minutes which could be monitored by NMR spectroscopy. Similar 

to the group 13 phosphaethynolates, 1,2,3,4-tetramethylimidazolin-2-ylidene IMe4 

was used as an NHC for scavenging the formed phosphinidene. The NHC again 

coordinates to the carbon atom of the PCO moiety, but contrary to group 13, the 

oxygen does not coordinate to the pnictogen center. This is visible by means of  
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31P NMR spectroscopy and single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. The NHC 

adducts of the group 15 element phosphaethynolates are more sensitive than the 

group 13 congeners, which can be attributed to the monodentate PCO moiety. 

Especially the bismuth phosphaethynolate NHC adduct decomposes in solution 

over the course of a day at ambient light. This decomposition leads to the formation 

of dibismuthene TerBi=BiTer and unidentified side products, which indicates a 

terphenyl migration. The formed NHC adducts showed also no reaction with 

chalcogenes. By DFT calculations, the interaction and ionic character is compared 

to the group 13 congeners, showing the substantially higher preference for the 

PCO coordination in group 15 compared to group 13. Again, coordination of the 

NHC drastically reduces the ionic interactions in the PCO moiety.  

 

2.8.2 Scientific Contribution 

In this project, M. Janßen developed the synthesis of the compounds under my 

supervision. M. Janßen and I did the full characterization of the shown compounds. 

I co-wrote the publication and contributed the X-ray crystallographic part with E. 

Lork. H. Grützmacher co-wrote the publication. S. Mebs provided the theoretical 

calculations and co-wrote the manuscript and J. Beckmann was principal 

investigator and co-wrote the publication.  

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 90%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 40%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 90%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 80%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 60%. 
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2.9  Synthesis and Single-Electron Oxidation of Bulky  

Bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides: The Quest for Kinetically 

Stabilized Radical Cations 
 

 

2.9.1 Synopsis 

The stabilization of chalcogen centred radicals is of tremendous interest, not only 

in fundamental research but also as a possible explanation for Alzheimer’s 

disease.[151] The bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides Ter2E (E = S, Se, Te) were 

synthesized previously in our workgroup from chalcogen tetrafluorides, which was 

not reliable.[152] Due to this, a reproducible synthesis was developed starting from 

the chalcogen tetrafluorides, which were reacted with three equivalents  

m-terphenyllithium. The third equivalent of organolithium is used as a reduction 

agent, reducing the chalcogen (IV) to the chalcogenide (II). Also, alternative 

synthesis methods were examined to avoid the use of chalcogen tetrafluorides, 

especially sulfur tetrafluoride. For this, the NHC-SF2 adduct was formed and 

reacted with m-terphenyllithium. For selenium tetrafluoride no substitute was 

found. For tellurium, the stepwise reaction was performed to study formed 

intermediates and also to find an alternative synthesis avoiding tellurium 

tetrafluoride. Tellurium tetrafluoride forms m-terphenyltellurium trifluoride TerTeF3 

with one equivalent of organolithium, which can also be obtained by the oxidation 

of bis(m-terphenyl)ditelluride with xenon difluoride. The reaction with another 

equivalent of organolithium results in the formation of the bis(m-terphenyl)tellurium 
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difluoride Ter2TeF2, which reacts with another equivalent m-terphenyllithium to the 

bis(m-terphenyl)telluride. The three bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides Ter2E (E = S, 

Se, Te) were isolated and fully characterized by NMR spectroscopy, mass 

spectrometry and single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. Their oxidation was 

studied by electrochemical and chemical oxidation. The oxidation potentials and 

the electrochemical oxidation were studied by cyclic voltammetry indicating a 

reversible single electron oxidation of bis(m-terphenyl)telluride and irreversible 

single electron oxidation of the selenide and an irreversible two-electron oxidation 

for the sulfide. Therefore, the chemical oxidation with xenon difluoride and 

potassium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate was attempted for all three 

chalcogenides, resulting in deep brown solutions in case of the sulfide and 

selenide. NMR spectroscopy indicated the formation of multiple unidentified 

species. The telluride formed an ink blue solution, from which single crystals were 

obtained. By single crystal X-ray analysis, the molecular structure of the  

bis(m-terphenyl)tellurenyl radical cation was obtained. The radical cation shows 

sharp signals in NMR spectroscopy, except for a not observed 13C signal of the 

ipso carbon and the absence of a signal in 125Te NMR spectroscopy, indicating that 

the radical is located at the tellurium center. For additional characterization, EPR 

spectroscopy and spectroelectrochemical UV-Vis spectroscopy was used. The 

radical cation provided no EPR signal at room temperature, suggesting an 

extremely fast relaxation. Because of this, the EPR spectrum was measured at  

40 K in glassy DCM. The electronic structures of the parent Ter2E compounds, the 

radical cations Ter2E∙+ and the dicationic species Ter2E2+ were studied by means 

of DFT calculations. 

2.9.2 Scientific contribution 

I developed and optimized all reactions and performed the characterization of all 

compounds. I did the crystallographic part and co-wrote the manuscript. F. 

Mostaghimi synthesized the bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides from the chalcogen 

tetrafluorides. Under my supervision, M. Damrath developed the synthesis of the 

m-terphenylelement chlorides (E = S, Se) and J. Spils attempted the reduction of 

bis(m-terphenyl)sulfoxide. P. Komorr synthesized bis(m-terphenyl)sulfide via the 

NHC-SF2 adduct. D. S. Odintsov, M. Fedin and L. Shuldrin conducted the 

electrochemical measurements and L. Shundrin co-wrote the manuscript. S. Mebs 
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executed the computational calculations and co-wrote the manuscript. J. 

Beckmann was principal investigator and co-wrote the manuscript.  

Percentage of my contribution of the total workload:  

Experimental concept and design: ca. 90%, experimental work and acquisition of 

experimental data: ca. 60%, data analysis and interpretation: ca. 70%, preparation 

of figures and tables: ca. 70%, drafting of the manuscript: ca. 40%. 
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3  Summary 
 

In the works that are covered by the present dissertation, a wide range of different 

novel bis(m-terphenyl)element compounds of the p-block elements were 

synthesized and characterized. The main focus was initially on the synthesis of the 

group 15 pnictogenium ions Ter2E+ (E = P, As, Sb, Bi), since  

bis(m-terphenyl)bismuth chloride and hydride are already known from the literature 

and provide access to the synthesis of a low valent bismuthenium ion. 

Subsequently, the bis(m-terphenyl)antimony chloride and hydride were 

synthesized and by selective abstraction, the bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogenium ion 

Ter2E+ (E = Sb, Bi) were obtained. By this, a novel compound class of group 15 six 

valence electron (6 VE) cations was generated (scheme 18). 

 

Scheme 18. Formation of the first kinetically stabilized stibenium R2Sb+ and bismuthenium 
R2Bi+ ions (R = Ter). 

Subsequently, the lighter bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogen fluorides Ter2EF (E = P, As) 

were synthesized. By fluoride abstraction, the bis(m-terphenyl)pnictogenium ions 

were formed, but due to the high Lewis acidity, only as a transient species. The 

phosphenium and arsenium ion attacked the flanking group forming an arsolium 

and phospholium ion by a 1,2-methyl shift (Scheme 19).  
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Scheme 19. Intramolecular 1,2-methyl shift by the transient pnictogenium Ions  
Ter2E+ (E = P, As). Anions are omitted for clarity. 

Due to the high reactivity and the methyl group migration, the permethylated 2,6-

bis(pentamethylphenyl)phenyl m-terphenyl system was used for phosphorus and 

arsenic to inhibit the 1,2-methyl group migration. The synthesis of the aryl 

pnictogen fluorides proceeded similar to the mesityl-substituted terphenyl system 

followed by the abstraction of the fluoride. Again, a ring closure and a methyl group 

rearrangement was observable during the abstraction, leading to the 

dearomatization of a mesityl group forming an isolable arenium ion (scheme 20).  

 

Scheme 20. The two isomers of the formed arenium ion by the intramolecular reaction of 
the transient pnictogenium ion with one of the flanking groups. Anions are omitted for 
clarity. 
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With the idea of forming a kinetically stabilized bis(m-terphenyl)carbene and a 

bis(m-terphenyl)carbenium ion, the carboxylic acid fluoride TerC(O)F was 

synthesized. However, since this did not react with m-terphenyllithium, attempts 

were made to form a stable acylium ion by fluoride abstraction. Here, the formed 

acylium ion reacted directly in an intramolecular Friedel-Crafts reaction with one of 

the mesityl rings resulting in a methyl group rearrangement to form a stable 9-

hydroxyfluorenium ion (Scheme 21). The formed fluorenium ion exhibits a 5-

membered ring with four π electrons, which exhibits antiaromaticity according to 

Hückel's rule.  

 

Scheme 21. The formed acylium ion reacts directly intramolecularly forming a 
hydroxyfluorenium ion, which exhibits antiaromaticity. Anions are omitted for clarity. 

Since bis(m-terphenyl) element compounds of the group 13 (E = Al, Ga, In, Tl) and 

stable four VE cations (E = Al, Ga, Tl) have already been prepared, the completion 

of the series for indium and boron was targeted. A useful starting point was the 

reported bis(m-terphenyl)indium bromide, from which the bromide was 

successfully abstracted using potassium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate. This 

enabled the synthesis and characterization of the first stable indinium ion Ter2In+ 

(scheme 22). 

 

Scheme 22. Formation of the first kinetically stabilized indinium ion R2In+ by the selective 
abstraction of a bromide from bis(m-terphenyl)indium bromide with potassium 
tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate. 
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Similar to the strategy of the lighter group 15 elements, the bis(m-terphenyl)boron 

fluoride and hydride were synthesized. Both compounds were used as starting 

materials for the formation of the borinium ion Ter2B+, but in all cases either no 

reaction happened or ill-defined mixtures were formed, which was indicated by 

NMR spectroscopy revealing the degradation of the m-terphenyl substituent and 

the weakly coordinating anion. This degradation can be explained by the high 

Lewis acidity of the borinium ion. 

 

In addition, the previously prepared as well as reported bis(m-terphenyl)element 

halides Ter2EX (E = B, Al, Ga, In, P, As, Sb, Bi; X= F, Cl, Br) were reacted with 

sodium phosphaethynolate, from which the heavier group 13 and group 15 

elements formed stable bis(m-terphenyl)element phosphaethynolate salts 

Ter2EPCO (E = Ga, In, Sb, Bi) (Scheme 23).  

 

Scheme 23. Reaction of Bis(m-terphenyl) main group phosphaethynolates Ter2EPCO  
(E = Ga, In; Sb, Bi) with an NHC giving different coordination and different reactivities 
towards oxidation by tellurium. 

In the attempt to scavenge a transient phosphinidene by an NHC, the element 

phosphaethynolate compounds were reacted with an NHC. This led to the 
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coordination of the NHC to the PCO carbon atom. In group 13, coordination of the 

NHC to PCO shows, due to electron vacancy on the central atom, bidentate 

coordination of the PCO to form a four-membered E-O-C-P ring. The addition of 

tellurium led to the insertion of tellurium in the E-P bond to form a five-membered 

ETePCO ring (Scheme 23).  

 

With respect to group 15 elements, upon coordination of the NHC, no coordination 

of the oxygen atom is evident, and the addition of tellurium resulted in no reaction. 

The comparison between group 13 and group 15 provided information regarding 

the coordination of phosphaethynolate as a bidentate ligand and the formation of 

unique heterocycles.  

 

As the last project of this thesis, the synthesis of bis(m-terphenyl) group 16 

compounds was addressed, in which preliminary results were made as a part of a 

previous dissertation in the Beckmann group.[152]  

The bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides Ter2E (E = S, Se, Te) were prepared via the 

chalcogen tetrafluorides The access to the bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides enabled 

the study of the oxidation by electrochemical and chemical methods. The oxidation 

potential was determined using cyclic voltammetry and by oxidation with xenon 

difluoride and potassium tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate, the  

bis(m-terphenyl)chalcogenides were oxidized. In contrast to the lighter 

chalcogenides, which only produced ill-defined mixtures, the telluride formed an 

ink-blue solution, from which the radical cation tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate 

Ter2Te∙+[B(C6F5)4]– was obtained (Scheme 24).  

 

Scheme 24. Oxidation of the bis(m-terphenyl)telluride Ter2Te to the first kinetically 
stabilized tellurenyl radical cation Ter2Te∙+[B(C6F5)4]–. 
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It is noteworthy that the latter compound is, the first purely kinetical stabilized 

tellurenyl radical cation that does not form an ion pair. This could open the research 

field of kinetically stabilized 7 valence electron chalcogenide species. 

 

In conclusion, novel low valent compound classes were synthesized and 

characterized in the works that are covered by this thesis, namely the first 

bismuthenium R2Bi+ and stibenium ion R2Sb+ providing six valence electron 

species, the first indinium ion R2In+ as a four valence electron species and a 

tellurenyl radical cation R2Te∙+ as a seven valence electron species.  

 

 

Figure 21. Overview of the low valent bis(m-terphenyl)element cations that were 
synthesized and characterized in this thesis. 
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Furthermore, the use of aluminium salts as Lewis acid for the abstraction of fluoride 

on sterically highly demanding systems was established and, in the case of the 

lighter congeners of group 13 and 15, the limitations of the mesityl substituted m-

terphenyl system was shown. Additionally, an isolable antiaromatic fluorenium ion 

was synthesized and novel main group phosphaethynolates were studied 

regarding the coordination of an N-heterocyclic carbene and oxidation by tellurium 

forming unique heterocycles. 
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4  Zusammenfassung 
 

Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Dissertation wurde eine große Bandbreite 

verschiedener neuartiger Bis(m-terphenyl)-Elementverbindungen der p-Block-

Elemente synthetisiert und charakterisiert. Das Hauptaugenmerk lag zunächst auf 

der Synthese der Pniktogeniumionen der Gruppe 15 Ter2E+ (E = P, As, Sb, Bi), da 

Bis(m-terphenyl)bismuthchlorid und -hydrid bereits aus der Literatur bekannt sind 

und daher einen guten Zugang bieten zur Synthese eines niedervalenten 

Bismutheniumions. Anschließend wurden Bis(m-terphenyl)antimonchlorid und -

hydrid synthetisiert und durch selektive Abstraktion die Bis(m-terphenyl)-

pniktogenium-Ionen Ter2E+ (E = Sb, Bi) erhalten. Dadurch wurde eine neuartige 

Verbindungsklasse von Gruppe 15 Kationen mit sechs Valenzelektronen 

dargestellt (Scheme 25). 

 

Scheme 25. Synthese des ersten Stibenium- und Bismutheniumions. 

 

Anschließend wurden die leichteren Bis(m-terphenyl)pniktogenfluoride Ter2EF (E 

= P, As) synthetisiert. Durch Fluoridabstraktion wurden die kurzlebigen  

Bis(m-terphenyl)pniktogeniumionen gebildet, welche aufgrund der hohen Lewis-
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Acidität die flankierende Mesitylgruppe angriffen. Hierbei bildeten sich durch eine 

1,2-Methylverschiebung ein Arsolium- und Phospholium-Ion (Scheme 26).  

 

Scheme 26. Intramolekulare 1,2-Methylverschiebung durch die transienten 
Pniktogeniumionen Ter2E+ (E = P, As). Die Anionen sind zur Übersichtlichkeit nicht 
abgebildet. 

Aufgrund der hohen Reaktivität, welche zu einem Ringschluss führte, wurde 

darauffolgend für Phosphor und Arsen auf das Pentamethylphenyl substituierte  

m-Terphenylsystem ausgewichen um die 1,2-Methylgruppen-Wanderung zu 

verhindern. Zudem war angedacht, dass durch die Substitution aller Positionen am 

Aromaten mit Methylgruppen, der induktive Effekt das erhaltene Pniktogenium-Ion 

stabilisiert. Die Synthese der Arylpniktogenfluoride verlief analog zum Mesityl-

substituierten m-Terphenylsystem. Bei der Abstraktion des Fluorids konnte jedoch 

ebenfalls ein Ringschluss sowie eine Methylgruppenumlagerung beobachtet 

werden. Dies lässt darauf schließen, dass eine Dearomatisierung stattgefunden 

hat, wodurch in beiden Fällen ein isolierbares Arenium-Ion erhalten werden konnte 

(Scheme 27). 
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Scheme 27. Die durch die intramolekulare Reaktion der kurzlebigen Pniktogeniumionen 
mit dem Liganden gebildeten Isomere des Areniumions. Die Anionen sind zur 
Übersichtlichkeit nicht abgebildet. 

Im Zusammenhang mit der Idee, ein Bis(m-terphenyl)carben und ein  

Bis(m-terphenyl)carbenium-Ion zu bilden, wurde das Carbonsäurefluorid TerC(O)F 

synthetisiert. Da dieses keine Reaktivität gegenüber m-Terphenyllithium zeigte, 

wurde versucht, unter Fluoridabstraktion ein stabiles Acylium-Ion zu bilden, da 

diese eine essentielle Rolle in Friedel-Crafts-Reaktionen spielen. Hierbei reagierte 

das gebildete Acylium-Ion direkt in einer intramolekularen Friedel-Crafts-Reaktion 

mit einem der Mesitylringe, wodurch ebenfalls eine Methylgruppen-Wanderung 

unter Bildung eines stabilen 9-Hydroxyfluorenium-Ions stattfand (Scheme 28). Das 

gebildete Fluorenium-Ion weist einen fünf-gliedrigen Ring mit vier π-Elektronen 

auf, welcher gemäß der Hückel-Regel Antiaromatizität aufweist.  

 

Scheme 28. Bildung des Hydroxyfluoreniumions durch eine intramolekulare Friedel-
Crafts-Reaktion. Die Anionen sind zur Übersichtlichkeit nicht abgebildet. 

Des Weiteren wurde die Gruppe 13 betrachtet, da bereits  

Bis(m-terphenyl)elementverbindungen (E = Al, Ga, In, Tl) sowie stabile 4 VE-

Spezies (E = Al, Ga, Tl) hergestellt wurden. Das bereits bekannte  
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Bis(m-terphenyl)indiumbromid wurde genutzt um unter Abstraktion des Bromids 

das erste stabile Indinium-Ion Ter2In+ zu bilden und zu isolieren (Scheme 29).  

 

Scheme 29. Synthese des ersten kinetisch stabilisierten Indiniumions R2In+ (R = Ter). 

Analog zu der Strategie der leichteren Gruppe 15 Elemente, wurde das Bis(m-

terphenyl)borfluorid und -hydrid synthetisiert. Beide Verbindungen wurden als 

Edukt zur Bildung des Borinium-Ions Ter2B+ genutzt, wobei in allen Fällen 

entweder keine Reaktion zu beobachten war oder ein undefinierbares Gemisch 

erhalten wurde. Per NMR-Spektroskopie konnte die Zersetzung des m-Terphenyl-

Substituenten sowie des schwach koordinierenden Anions beobachtet werden. 

Diese Zersetzung lässt sich durch die hohe Lewis-Acidität des Borinium-Ions 

erklären.  

Zusätzlich wurden die bereits hergestellten Bis(m-terphenyl)elementhalogenide 

Ter2EX (E = Ga, In, Sb, Bi; X = Cl, Br) mit Natriumphosphaethynolat umgesetzt, 

wovon die schweren Elemente der Gruppe 13 und 15 stabile 

Phosphaethynolatverbindungen des Typs Ter2EPCO (E = Ga, In; Sb, Bi) bildeten. 

Um kurzlebige Phosphinidene zu stabilisieren, wurden die Phosphaethynolat-

Verbindungen mit einem N-Heterozyklischen Carben umgesetzt. Hierbei 

koordinierte das NHC an den Kohlenstoff der PCO-Einheit. Bei den Elementen der 

Gruppe 13 wurde hierbei, durch die Elektronenlücke am Element, die PCO-Einheit 

unter Ausbildung eines E-O-C-P Rings bidentat. Durch die Zugabe von Tellur 

konnte eine Insertion in die E-P Bindung beobachtet werden, wodurch sich ein  

E-Te-P-C-O Ring gebildet hat (Scheme 30).  
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Scheme 30. Reaktion der gebildeten Phosphaethynolate Ter2EPCO (E = Ga, In; Sb, Bi) 
mit einem NHC und darauffolgender Oxidation durch Tellur. 

Bei den Elementen der Gruppe 15 wurde durch Koordination des N-

heterozyklischen Carbens keine Koordination des Sauerstoffatoms beobachtet. 

Zusätzlich zeigte die Umsetzung mit Tellur keine Insertion. Der Vergleich zwischen 

den Elementen der Gruppe 13 und 15 konnte Informationen bezüglich des 

Koordinationsmusters der Phosphaethynolat-Einheit als bidentater Ligand sowie 

der Bildung einzigartiger Heterozyklen zeigen.  

 

Abschließend wurden die Elemente der Gruppe 16 untersucht, zu welchen bereits 

in einer vorrangegangenen Dissertation in der AG Beckmann vorläufige 

Ergebnisse erhalten wurden.[152] Die Bis(m-terphenyl)chalkogenide Ter2E (E = S, 

Se, Te) wurden über die Chalkogentetrafluoride synthetisiert. Der Zugang zu den  

Bis(m-terphenyl)chalkogeniden ermöglichte die Studie der Ein-Elektronen-

Oxidation mittels elektrochemischer und chemischer Methoden. Hierzu wurde 

mithilfe der Cyclovoltammetrie das Oxidationspotential bestimmt und mittels 

Xenondifluorid und Kaliumtetrakis(pentafluorphenyl)borat chemisch oxidiert. Im 
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Gegensatz zu den leichten Chalkogeniden, welche nur undefinierte Mischungen 

bei der Oxidation produzierten, konnte im Fall des Tellurids eine tief-blaue Lösung 

erhalten werden, aus welcher das Bis(m-terphenyl)tellurenyl Radikalkation 

Ter2Te∙+ als Tetrakis(pentafluorphenyl)borat Salz erhalten werden konnte 

(Schema 31). Somit konnte das erste vollständig kinetisch stabilisierte Tellurenyl-

Radikalkation, welches kein Ionenpaar bildet, erhalten werden, wodurch sich eine 

Tür zur Chemie der kinetisch stabilisierten sieben Valenzelektronen (7 VE) 

Chalkogenide geöffnet hat.  

 

Scheme 31. Bildung des ersten kinetisch stabilisierten Tellurenylradikalkations Ter2Te∙+. 

In dieser Arbeit konnte eine Vielzahl neuer Verbindungen und Verbindungsklassen 

synthetisiert und charakterisiert werden. Hierbei konnte das erste Bismuthenium- 

R2Bi+ und Stibenium-Ion R2Sb+, als sechs Valenzelektronen (6 VE) Spezies isoliert 

werden. Des Weiteren wurde das erste Indinium-Ion R2In+, als vier  

Valenzelektronen (4 VE) Spezies sowie ein Tellurenyl-Radikalkation R2Te∙+, als 

sieben Valenzelektronen (7 VE) Spezies dargestellt.  
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Figure 22. Überblick der dargestellten kationischen niedervalenten Bis(m-terphenyl)-
Hauptgruppenelement-Verbindungen. 

Zusätzlich konnten die Aluminiumsalze EtAlCl2 und AlCl3 als Fluorid-

Abstrahierungsreagenzien für sterisch hoch anspruchsvolle Systeme etabliert 

werden. Für die leichteren Elemente der Gruppe 13 und 15 konnten zudem die 

Grenzen des Mesityl- und Pentamethylphenyl- substituierten  

m-Terphenylsystems gezeigt werden. Desweiteren konnte ein antiaromatisches 

Fluorenium-Ion isoliert werden und neue Elementphosphaethynolate bezüglich 

ihrer Koordination mittels eines N-heterzyklischen Carbens sowie der Oxidation mit 

Tellur, unter der Bildung einzigartiger Heterozyklen, studiert werden. 
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